CITY OF CHARLESTON
PLANNING COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING

OF

MAY 26, 2021

A special meeting of the Planning Commission will be held Wednesday, May 26, 2021, at 3:00 p.m.,
virtually via Zoom Webinar. Use the following link for online access:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_cEEE-XRdSlqEjKQQ-Lbk3g. To access via phone, dial
1 (929) 205-6099. When prompted, enter meeting ID# 863 0269 6168. Call (843) 724-3788 if you
are experiencing technical difficulties. The meeting will be recorded and streamed on YouTube.
Public Comment Instructions:
Use one of the following methods to request to speak at the meeting or provide comments for the
Commission. Provide your name, address and telephone number. Requests to speak at the meeting
and comments must be received by 12:00 p.m., Wednesday, May 26th:
1. Call 843-724-3765; or
2. Complete the form at http://innovate.charleston-sc.gov/comments/; or
3. Send an email to Boards@charleston-sc.gov; or
4. Mail comments to: Department of Planning, Preservation and Sustainability, 2 George Street, 3rd
floor, Charleston, SC 29401.
The following agenda will be addressed:

CHARLESTON CITY PLAN WORKSHOP
I.

Presentation of Charleston City Plan final draft (enclosed)
(for information and discussion only)

II.

Public comment

III.

Discussion

PLANNING COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING OF MAY 26, 2021

AGENDA PAGE 1

THE FINAL (ROUGH) DRAFT OF THE CITY PLAN IS STILL A WORK IN PROGRESS. PLEASE EXCUSE
THE UNFINISHED NATURE OF THIS DOCUMENT.

Magenta outline signifies that the graphic is still being finalized or needs to be created.
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The City of Charleston is made up of geographic parts as unique
as the people who live in them and bound by the natural features of the lowcountry. It is a city of neighborhoods. It is a
community shaped as much by its past as its aspirations. Ever
evolving, the population of Charleston is a blend of people from
various ancestry, culture, language, economic means and types
of education, but all sharing a strong sense of history and place.
Over the last ten years, Charleston has seen economic growth
and an increase in population, and has received numerous accolades for its tourism, job creation, and livability. The influx of
new jobs and people have also added more cars to already congested roadways. Additionally, high costs of living and worsening income disparities have made it harder to lower-income and
nonwhite residents to stay, leading to a rapid gentrification of
a historically ethnically and socially diverse city. Exacerbating
it all, the impacts of sea level rise and extreme weather events
have added increasing pressures on the built environment and a
profound effect on public safety, economic viability, and overall
quality of life.
The Charleston City Plan is the City of Charleston’s new 10year comprehensive plan to guide land use planning, policy
and investment through 2030. It serves as the city’s roadmap
toward a more resilient and equitable future – shaped by the
values and priorities of its community and rooted in its wealth
of cultural and natural resources.
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WHAT IS A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN?
Comprehensive Plans are statements of
community values and goals concerning
the existing and future environment. They
serve as a guide for decision makers and
a dynamic tool for managing community

The Charleston City Plan addresses exist-

plan. This means that some development

tions to flooding, a safer and less crowded

ing conditions, community priorities and

breaking ground in the next ten years may

street network, more affordable housing

recommendations for the following key

not be consistent with the priorities and

costs, and equitable investment in historic

elements:

recommendations in this plan if they re-

neighborhoods.

I. POPULATION

change to achieve a desired quality of life.

II. NATURAL RESOURCES

Per the 1994 State Comprehensive Plan-

III. CULTURAL RESOURCES

ning Act (SC Code Title 6, Chapter 19), the

IV. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ceived their approvals in previous years.

WHAT AREAS ARE INCLUDED
IN THE PLAN?

West Ashley. West Ashley is prized for its
community-oriented suburban neighborhoods, assortments of parks and recreation
facilities, and the wealth of amenities and

The Charleston City Plan plan makes

services available for its residents. Its

recommendations primarily for areas of the

diversity and affordability attract people

nicipalities regularly evaluate and update

V. TRANSPORTATION

city within the Urban Growth Boundary,

from all backgrounds and lifestyles. Future

their comprehensive plans, which serve as

VI. COMMUNITY FACILITIES & PRIORITY

including portions of Peninsular Charles-

quality of life in West Ashley will depend

INVESTMENT

ton, West Ashley, James Island, Johns

on improved connectivity, a thriving local

Island, Wando and all of Daniel Island. The

economy, and preservation of affordability

plan area includes those portions that are

and diversity.

State of South Carolina requires that mu-

a foundational document for any regulatory
or policy tools such as zoning codes and
subdivision site design standards. Compre-

VII. HOUSING

hensive Plans are steered by the Planning

VIII. LAND USE

currently unincorporated.

Cainhoy Peninsula. Cainhoy Peninsula

IX. EQUITY & RESILIENCE

The five areas of the city, all separated by

refers to the geographic area of Charleston

the waterways that define the lowcountry

that includes the communities of Wando

lifestyle, are each distinct and unique in

and Daniel Island. The most beloved quali-

their natural, social and cultural environ-

ties of Wando and Daniel Island are the

ments. The plan both responds to citywide

country environment, connection with the

priorities – flooding, affordability, con-

land and nature, and sense of community.

nectivity, access to nature, resilience and

This area is rich in cultural and natural

equity – as well the unique characteristics

resources: historic settlement communi-

and challenges of all five areas.

ties, the Francis Marion National Forest,

Commission and adopted by City Council.
The Charleston City Plan is intended to be
a tool and resource for a variety of users. It

The Charleston City Plan will influence

informs daily decisions made by city staff,

planning and policy decisions relating to

Planning Commission and City Council.

each of these elements over the next ten

It also serves as a guide and reference for

years. Some decisions may have an immedi-

residents, local businesses and community

ate impact, while others may take longer to

organizations, neighboring jurisdictions,

see the tangible outcome. The plan docu-

developers, and many others who are part

ment itself does not change any existing

of the greater Charleston community.

zoning laws or other regulations and it does

The primary tools used in a comprehensive
plan are the list of key recommendations
for each element and the Future Land Use
maps. Detailed strategies and timeframes
for recommendations are formulated in
supplemental plans and studies that have
either already been adopted or will be created in the 10-year period.
12

not make recommendations on taxation.
Any changes made to the zoning ordinance
and other policies to implement plan recommendations will only impact new development. With limited exceptions, development plans that already have the required
approvals will not be subject to changes in
codes or regulations that stem from this

Charleston Peninsula. The peninsula is
loved by tourists and residents alike for its
historic buildings and scenic views of the
harbor. It also has a diversity of unique
residential communities, a vibrant commercial center, and a rich arts, culture and

longleaf pine forests and wetlands. With
the recent and future development along
Clements Ferry Rd, quality of life for
the Wando area will depend on improved
connectivity and access to the wealth of
cultural and natural resources.

food scene. It is a place for activity and

James Island. James Island is celebrated

connection. Future quality of life on the

for its small town feel, made up of an

peninsula will depend on integrated solu-

eclectic mix of diverse and tight-knit com13
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munities. Residents treasure the connection season that highlighted deep divisions in
CITY PLAN BASE MAP

2021

with the natural landscape, especially the
old trees, surrounding marshes and wa-

Planning Area

ter. Future quality of life for James Island

Urban Growth Boundary

residents will depend on flooding solutions, enhanced connectivity, and improved
coordination between Charleston County,
CAINHOY

WEST ASHLEY

the Town of James Island and the City of
Charleston.

DANIEL ISLAND

I- 2 6

out all plan elements.

connectivity, and increased access to parks
and recreation.
US - 1 7

TOWARD A MORE RESILIENT
AND EQUITABLE FUTURE

JOHNS ISLAND

JAME S I S LAND

N

0

2

4

6

10

munity Empowered and Strength in Diver-

resilience and equity was applied through-

and stormwater management), improved

THE PENINSULA

principles – Water First, Data Smart, Com-

rich history - where “every place has a

to outdated infrastructure (namely roads

SC- 7 0 0

ient and equitable future. Four guiding

maintain their connection with both its

heritage and environment, improvements

C H AR L EST O N
H AR B O R

pathway for the city toward a more resil-

City Plan. Additionally, a framework for

protection and preservation of the island’s
U S- 1 7

and overlapping challenges, and chart a

sity – shaped the creation of the Charleston

Johns Island residents will depend on the

SC - 4 1

portunity to respond to these intersecting

community. It’s important to residents to

can’t be stopped.” Future quality of life for

S C-6 1

The Charleston City Plan presents an op-

Johns Island. Johns Island is a rural

story”;” and beautiful nature - where “life
I-526

our communities.

These principles are exemplified by the
emphasis given to flooding and housing
challenges, as well as a robust community
engagement campaign, throughout the
plan process. The same team of consultants
that produced the Dutch Dialogues Report
were hired to complete a citywide Land and
Water Analysis to guide how the city can
better manage water and prepare for sea
level rise. Additionally, Community Data
Platforms was contracted to provide the
best data available on the city’s housing

When the planning process began, the City

stock and highlight the areas of greatest

of Charleston was at a major crossroads

need in terms of housing costs – one of the

in its history. In addition to the existen-

lead factors contributing to gentrification

tial threat of rising seas and a changing

and displacement. A third team of consul-

climate, the city was also reeling from a

tants assisted the staff team to facilitate

series of painful reminders of the historic

the most robust and inclusive community

and existing racial injustices that con-

engagement campaign than any previous

tinue to plague the city, region and nation.

comprehensive planning process. En-

Furthermore, the plan was developed in the

gagement activities included community

wake of a global pandemic that mounted a

meetings specific to housing and water to

steep death toll and caused serious eco-

provide additional insight and potential

nomic repercussions; and a historic election

strategies to address the community’s
greatest challenges.
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CENTURY V AND OTHER PLANS
The Charleston City Plan replaces the Century V Plan, first adopted in 2000 and later
revised in 2010. The Charleston City Plan builds on the Century V Plan and weaves the
research and recommendations from a host of recent plans and studies together to create
one unified vision for the future of Charleston. Other adopted plans and studies include
WATER FIRST
anchored in where water is and
where water is going to be

DATA SMART
using the best data available to
understand the challenges facing the City

(by order of publication):
ONE CHARLESTON, PARKS &
RECREATION MASTER PLAN
(to be completed in 2021)

PEOPLE PEDAL PLAN (2018)

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN (2021)

PRESERVATION PLAN (2008)

ALL HAZARDS VULNERABILITY
AND ASSESSMENT (2020)

TREES TO OFFSET STORMWATER STUDY (2018)

HOUSING FOR A FAIRER CHARLESTON (2020)
STRENGTH IN DIVERSITY
oriented toward actions that
protect our City’s historic diversity

FRAMEWORK FOR RESILIENCE AND EQUITY

The following core beliefs shape the Resil-

In 2020, state legislation added Resil-

ience and Equity framework interwoven

ience to the list of required elements to be

throughout the Charleston City Plan.

included in the comprehensive plan; for

1. Communities are inherently stronger and
more resilient when all have equal access to
opportunities and healthy environments.

communities to consider the impacts of
flooding, high water, and natural hazards
on individuals, communities, institutions,
businesses, economic development, public
infrastructure and facilities, and public
health, safety and welfare. The Charleston
City Plan expands on this requirement by
addressing equity and resiliency as interdependent goals. Both resilience and equity
are interwoven throughout the plan and
summarized in the final Resilience and
Equity element.
16

COMMUNITY EMPOWERED
asking all members of the community to
partner in the planning process

2. There are existing disparities that deny
certain communities equal access to opportunities and healthy environments; and
increase their vulnerability to disasters.
3. An agenda to build resiliency of a community must begin with achieving equity;
and all strategies should prioritize addressing existing disparities and protecting vulnerable communities from any unintended
negative impacts.

DUTCH DIALOGUES REPORT (2019)

PLAN WEST ASHLEY (2018)

RETHINK FOLLY ROAD REPORT (2016)
DUPONT WAPPOO COMMUNITY PLAN (2016)

SEA LEVEL RISE STRATEGY (2019)

JOHNS ISLAND COMMUNITY
GREENWAYS PLAN (2010)

CITYWIDE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (2018)

JOHNS ISLAND COMMUNITY PLAN (2007)

HOW TO NAVIGATE THIS DOCUMENT
Key terms used throughout the plan are defined in the plan glossary and at the beginning
of each section where they are referenced.
The Process & Engagement section provides an overview of the plan process, community
engagement in the process, and recommendations for future engagement. Input gathered
during engagement is shared throughout the plan as it relates to each element.
Each of the nine elements include a purpose statement, key terms, data on existing
conditions and trends, and a set of recommendations pertaining to that element (with the
exception of population).
The Appendix includes supplemental data and information referenced throughout the
plan. Due to the size and quantity of items, the majority of appendices are not directly
inserted in the plan document and must be viewed and downloaded separately.
Sources cited throughout the plan can be located at the end of each section.
* Links to all of the above plans and studies can be found in Appendix _.
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KEY TERMS
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Community Members refers to all individuals
that are a part of the greater Charleston community, including areas outside of the plan area,
whether that be as a permanent resident, a business or property owner, student or visitor.
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A team of local consulting firms – the Asiko Group, Community Solutions Consulting, and Civic Communications – played a critical role
in shaping the approach and priorities of the engagement campaign
that prioritized meaningful involvement of community members,
with an emphasis on engaging groups that have traditionally been
underrepresented in planning conversations.

DECEMBER 2020 – FEBRUARY 2021

weekly Hey Neighbor! Newsletter, and reg-

by a wide network of neighborhoods and

ular updates on the City Plan newsletter,

community partners – included street can-

blog and website. Key outreach and commu-

vassing, social media, third-party Facebook

nication materials, including the City Plan

outreach, press releases, weekly updates

community survey, were made available in

in the Business and Neighborhood Services

both English and Spanish.

IS

The plan process consisted of three core phases:

City-initiated outreach efforts – amplified

V

EC

O

ED

M

HA
R
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The creation of the Charleston City Plan was a collaborative
effort that spanned approximately one year and corresponded
with the height of the global COVID-19 pandemic that created
unique and unprecedented challenges for the broad-based community participation that is critical to the integrity of the planning process. Despite these challenges, City Plan engagement
efforts led to the most robust and inclusive community participation campaign than has been achieved in any previous comprehensive planning process.

JULY – NOVEMBER 2020

Defining existing conditions, establishing a shared vision
Over 3,000 residents and other stakeholders participated in the
first round of engagement, which consisted of a series of community listening sessions, community-led gatherings, and the City
Plan community survey. The purpose of the first round of engagement was to gather information about the community’s priorities,
concerns and vision for the future. During this period, city staff
also worked with consultant teams to complete the City Plan Land
and Water Analysis; and the City Plan Housing Analysis.

Applying recommendations
Community input gathered from the first round of engagement
and the findings from data analysis efforts were synthesized and
applied to the first draft set of plan recommendations.
MARCH – JULY 2021

Finalizing the plan
Over 300 residents and other stakeholders reviewed segments of
the draft plan and gave feedback in a follow-up round of community engagement, which consisted of virtual sessions and in-person
pop-ups for each area of the city, special topic virtual sessions, and
a month-long open house. After revisions were made in response to
the feedback gathered, the final draft was presented to Planning
Commission and City Council for adoption.

Community Engagement (also known as Civic
Engagement) is the collaboration between the city
and its community members around specific opportunities to shape policies, plans and programs.
Inclusive Outreach and Public Engagement
is when outreach and engagement processes are
inclusive of people of diverse races, cultures, gender
identities, sexual orientations and socioeconomic
status.
Community Integration is when systems and
processes support regular opportunities for feedback and ongoing partnership between city staff,
city leadership and community in the creation of
policies, plans and programs.
Listening Session refers to a meeting with community members where there is minimal communication from city staff or other leadership and where
the primary goal is for participants to have an
opportunity to share their stories and be heard.
Meaningful Involvement is when: 1) potentially
affected community residents and communities
most affected by inequities have appropriate and
culturally responsive opportunities to participate in
decisions about a proposed activity that will affect
their environment and/or health; (2) the public’s
contribution can influence the agency’s or jurisdiction’s decision; (3) the concerns of all participants
involved will be considered in the decision-making
process (and measures will be taken to document
how they were or were not considered).i
Participation is the act of joining or taking part in
an event or activity.
Resident refers to any individual that resides in
the plan area, including those who are currently
unhoused.
Stakeholders includes all individuals or organizations that have an interest or concern in decisions
being made; including those that may not be a
current resident.
Transparency is achieved when residents and
other community members can access important
information about how public business is being conducted and how public funds are being spent in a
way that is readily available and easily understood.
Historically underrepresented refers to when
a group has been inadequately represented in
important research, as well as planning and policy
decisions, as a result of historical institutional
discrimination and other factors that has denied or
limited access to those groups.

19
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IMAGE TITLE: Engagement by the Numbers
Note to MM: can you make something cool looking with this? Would love for it to be a half or full-page
graphic with some illustrative visuals.
40 city-led virtual and in-person events
18 community-led virtual and in-person events
5 Spanish-language activities (canvassing and online panels)
1,000 residents and stakeholders participated in scheduled activities
30% of participants had never participated in planning conversations previously.
2,500+ responses to the City Plan community survey
1,000+ subscribers to the City Plan newsletter
17,000+ people engaged independently with content shared on the City Plan website, City Plan YouTube
playlist, Community Solutions Consulting Facebook page, and the ¡Charleston, Aquí Estamos! Facebook
page.

REPRESENTATION

Residents and city leaders
engage with draft plan
materials at the City Plan
pop-up held at the Arthur
Christopher Community Center in downtown
Charleston.
ArtPot community
volunteers and residents
of Johns Island pose for
a group photo after a
night of canvassing in
the community.
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In the first round of engagement, the demo-

members, especially through the in-person

graphics of city-led sessions were majority

pop-ups, Community Solutions Consulting’s

white, age 40+, homeowners and affluent.

direct outreach, and settlement community

Community-led sessions and the Spanish-

project outreach; and a continued increase

language Charla Comunitaria contributed

in Latinx participation through ArtPot’s

to an increase in participation from Latinx

direct outreach. The percentage of new par-

and Black/African-American residents,

ticipants remained strong (about one-third).

especially when compared to previous planning processes. There was also a strong
level of participation (about one-third) of
people who had never participated in planning conversations previously.

The City Plan community survey was
completed by over 2,500 residents and
other community members. Compared to
the demographics of the City’s population,
there was an over-representation of white

In the second round of engagement, there

respondents, lower Peninsula residents,

was a notable increase in participation

and respondents age 35 and above; and an

from Black/African-American community

under-representation of tenants, lower21
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PROCESS AND ENGAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

01.

04.

Dedicate independent funding and resources for all
departments to increase accessibility and promote
community integration in planning and other decision-making processes; including additional resources to expand in-house communications capacity.

Increase the city’s capacity to consistently
provide materials and information in both
English and Spanish, and to proactively arrange
English<>Spanish interpretation for public
meetings.

02.

05.

Invest in technology and other tools to expand access
to public meetings and ongoing planning efforts.

Develop strategies to ensure transparency and accountability for the implementation of plan recommendations.

03.
Establish mechanisms to coordinate engagement
and outreach efforts across all departments.

income respondents (making $32,760 or

for the Charleston City Plan made signifi-

less annually), Black/African-American

cant strides in that direction, but there is

respondents, Upper Peninsula and James

still considerable work to be done, espe-

Island residents, and youth (age 24 and

cially with those communities that remain

younger). To compensate for this underrep-

underrepresented. This work will require

resentation, the survey results from each

time, resources, and a foundation of trust.

underrepresented group were analyzed

Additionally, for community members to

separately and compared to overall results

have true agency in planning decisions,

to note were trends and themes diverged.

they first need a base level of knowledge

Group photos were
taken at the end of every
listening session in the first
round of engagement.

and understanding of how planning works,

EQUITY AND COMMUNITY
INTEGRATION IN PLANNING
“Nothing about us without us.”
At every engagement activity, community
members expressed appreciation for the
opportunity to be informed and be heard,
and shared a desire for increased transparency, communication and engagement on
an ongoing basis.
Equity in planning requires that those
impacted by decisions are active agents in
the decisions being made. The engagement

how it addresses the multiple intersecting
issues affecting their quality of life, and
how to stay informed. Education, transparency and relationship-building will require
ongoing and consistent resources to shift
from a culture of community engagement to
a community integration.
More information about engagement efforts, observations and recommendations
can be found in the engagement reports
compiled by the Asiko Group, Civic Communiciations and Community Solutions
Consulting; and ArtPot in Appendix __.

i College of Charleston Community Assistance Program. Racial Equity Framework Glossary.
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POPULATION

CHARLESTON IN CONTEXT

KEY TERMS

The City of Charleston is the urban and geographic center of the

Population includes information related to historic trends and
projections; the number, size and characteristics of households;
educational levels and trends; income characteristics and trends;
race; sex; age; and other information relevant to a clear understanding of how the population affects the existing situation and
future potential of the area.

lowcountry and is gaining in significance in the region, state and nation as it grows in population, and economic and cultural influence.
In addition to welcoming more than 7 million visitors annually, it has
recently become a destination for emigrants from all over the United
States; but especially from the south and within the state itself.
State. Migration within the United States is one of the major patterns in national population change directly affecting population
growth in South Carolina and the Charleston region. Between 2010
and 2019, the South Region (region defined by the U.S. Census
Bureau), by far, saw the highest overall increase in population actually absorbing more than half of the estimated 19.4 million person
national population increase. Continuing a trend from the previous
decade, South Carolina was the tenth fastest growing state between

The City of Charleston is the primary urban center of a fast
growing metropolitan region. The City in 2010 consists of a
variety of urban, suburban, and some rural settings - from the
City’s oldest neighborhoods downtown, to suburban subdivisions
in West Ashley and on James Island, to the pastoral landscapes
of Johns Island and new neighborhoods on the Cainhoy peninsula. Each area has its own unique history and man-made or
natural environments but the residents of each area and every
community share a strong sense of connection to the city and
are deeply invested in its future.
As with any vibrant, growing city, Charles-

portunity to make conscience choices about

ton has seen the make-up of its population

who Charleston is, and who it becomes.

change over time. Demographically speaking, Charleston has changed dramatically
during the past two decades. National
trends such as a growing senior population,
declining household sizes and increasing
median incomes are changing the demographic make-up of the Charleston region.
Recent trends also indicate the city is
losing the diversity that has played such
an important role in shaping what makes
Charleston unique. The inevitability of
change carries the responsibility and op-
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2010 and 2019. Most of the new South Carolina residents are moving
from nearby states including North Carolina, Georgia and Florida.

TOP 10 STATES IN POPULATION GROWTH

2010- 2019

STATE

POP.
CHANGE

STATE

POP.
CHANGE

produced by the U.S. Census Bureau and

01 Texas

3,850,320

06 Washington

890,353

supplemented with local surveys and esti-

02 Florida

2,676,427

07 Arizona

886,700

mates. While numbers on a page can never

03 California

2,258,267

08 Colorado

729,540

define a people, they can provide a data-

04 North Carolina

952,601

09 Virginia

534,495

driven narrative to help guide the plan and

05 Georgia

929,770

10 South Carolina

523,350

its choices.

Diversity refers to psychological, physical, and social
differences that occur among any and all individuals;
including but not limited to race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, socioeconomic status, education, marital
status, language, age, gender, sexual orientation,
mental or physical ability and learning styles.
Family refers to the householder and all (one or
more) other people living in the same household who
are related to the householder by blood, marriage, or
adoption (according to the US Census Bureau).
Gentrification was defined as “the loss of neighborhood diversity through the displacement and
exclusion of schools, churches, affordable housing and
traditional neighborhood-based businesses” in the
2001 City of Charleston Gentrification Task Force
Report to City Council . The Avery Institute defines
gentrification as “the process of dismantling existing
urban neighborhoods and displacing poor people of
color to make way for new residents who are mostly
white and wealthier. ”

LGBT stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender and is often used as an umbrella term to refer
to the community identifying by these adjectives as a
whole.

phasis on trends and patterns observed in

from various types of demographic data

Disparity is a difference in area of life (such as
education, wealth, home and business ownership, education and health) that results in one group having a
disproportionate burden of negative life outcomes.

Migration is when an individual or household move
their place of residence from one area to another.

Charleston population with a special em-

the data used in this exploration is pulled

Density Population density (measured as persons
per square mile) is an indicator of how crowded, or
spread-out, a population is.

Household refers to all of the people who occupy
the same housing unit. This includes families with
children, married and unmarried couples, roommates
living together, or individuals living alone.

This chapter of the City Plan describes the

various sets of demographic data. Most of

Demographics refers to the socioeconomic profile
of a population according to factors such as employment, education, income, race, ethnicity, age, gender,
household size and more.

Median Household Income is the household income
for the median-or middle- household in a region. If
you were to line up each household in the area in
order from lowest to highest income, the household in
the middle of the line would be the median household.
The amount of money that household earns would be
the median household income.
Non-Binary in the context of this text is referring
to all gender identities not included in the Censusprovided gender categories of male and female.
Socioeconomic refers to the social class of an individual or group based on a combination of education,
income and occupation.
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Tri-County Region. The Charleston region
is often considered to be just the urban

CHARLESTON METROPOLITAN AREA

CHARLESTON REGION TYPE OF GROWTH

2010- 2019

portions of the tri-county area, but for

Overall population density in the City of

26%

prises the entire area within the boundar-

Charleston has remained relatively stable

ies of Berkeley, Charleston and Dorchester

in recent decades mainly due to the foot-

Counties. Within this regional context, the
most recently, has begun to rise more dra-

print of the City boundaries growing at a

BE RKE L E Y
COU N T Y

similar rate as the population. Between

D ORCH E S T E R
COU N T Y

1990 and 2000, about half the City’s popu-

CH A RL E S T O N
COU NT Y

matically as local and national migration

lation growth was the result of annexation.

patterns affect the area. The latest 2019

In contrast, today most of the growth is oc-

Census estimate put the tri-county popula-

curring as a result migration to the City.

tion at just over 800,000 people, a 17% in-

The most significant population growth

crease since 2010, and estimates continued

trend facing Charleston is the rapidly grow-

grow by about 30 persons per day. Much
like the statewide trend, most of the rapid

ing City population outside the Peninsula.

CH A RL E S T ON
COU N T Y

growth in the region can be attributed to an

CIT Y OF CH A R L E S T O N

All areas of the City saw an increase of new

influx of new residents through migration.

74%

Between 2010 and 2019, 74% of the popula-

N

This population migration to the tri-county

Coastline

61 - 90%

Natural Increase

region has led to dramatic housing growth

Counties

Urban Growth Boundary

Migration

est percent increases in population at 108%
and 90% respectively. West Ashley remains
the most populated area of the City.

outside the Charleston urban center, es-

On the peninsula, Charleston’s urban

pecially in suburban areas such as Mount
CHARLESTON REGION POPULATION CHANGE RATES

2010- 2020

Ashley. While the Charleston region as a

CITY

Charleston

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

13.97%

POPULATION GROWTH
increased consistently since 1980, with
the greatest increase occurring in the last
decade. According to US Census Popula-

Mt. Pleasant

North Charleston

Summerville

33.83%

17.80%

Goose Creek

rapid as most of the surrounding towns
and cities. The most significant popula-
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Hanahan

Peninsula

40,969

18%

West Ashley

66,992

23%

James Island

22,215

24%

Johns Island

10,961

108%

Cainhoy

15,399

90%

City and the region at 4,735/mi2 while the
Cainhoy area has the City’s lowest density
at 429/mi2. This distribution pattern of
a high-density urban core surrounded by
lower suburban densities at the edges of
the city is typical of most urban areas.
Peninsula. The Charleston peninsula, historically the population center of the City
and the region, is the second-most populat40,000 residents. Both the total number

21.71%

Es dipiciunte omni bea
aciam quodis ab ius aut
reres vollabor aut a vende
vid et, expersperia quis
doluptus.

19.10%

14% overall and about 1.55% per year. This
indicates a rapid increase, though not as

PERCENT

center, the density is the highest in the

ed land body in the City with an estimated

tion Estimates figures, since 2010, the City
increased in population by approximately

PERSONS

2010- 2020

PERCENT

the region.

The City of Charleston’s population has

CITY ESTIMATED POPULATION CHANGE BY AREA
AREA

whole increased rapidly in population, the
tion of the six largest metropolitan areas in

Peninsula and West Ashley gained the largand the Cainhoy area experienced the larg-

from natural increase.

city experienced the least change in popula-

residents between 2010 and 2020, but the
est number of people while Johns Island

tion increase came from migration and 26%

Pleasant, Summerville and outer West

rapidly growing City population outside the
Peninsula.

statistical and planning purposes, com-

overall population has grown steadily and,

tion growth trend facing Charleston is the

49.98%

and percentage of population on the peninsula declined significantly after 1940 and
was on a downward trend until 2000 when
it began to tick back up and has recently
seen a resurgence. In 1940, the Charleston
peninsula contained over 71,000 residents.
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This was 42% of the population in the
Charleston region and 100% of the popula-

CHANGE IN POPULATION BY AREA

2010- 2020

tion in the City of Charleston no popula-

POPULATION DENSITY

2019

SC-41

increases. Projections indicate most of the

areas had been annexed). By 2000, the pen-

I- 26

insula population had declined by 50% - to
S C- 61

population will live outside the city center

I-26

I- 526

SC-61

yet will not extend significantly beyond existing urban and suburbanized areas. Infill

I-526

of the peninsula had not been this low since

development, more compact development

before 1850. Today, the peninsula accounts

patterns and changing housing markets

for just 5.4% of the region’s population and

US-17

US-17

26% of the City’s population.

movement to the suburbs (commonly known

and City planning and growth management
policies may drive this trend.

Much of the initial decline of the urban center was the result of the mass population

tinue with steady population growth while
James Island growth will see only modest

SC-41

tion in the City of Charleston (no other city

less than 36,000 residents. The population

and the Cainhoy area are expected to con-

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
US-17

U S - 17

Age. The gradual trend of an aging popula-

as white flight) starting in the 1960s, but

tion is evident nationally and in the City

other factors such as reduction in house-

of Charleston. Between 2010 and 2019,

hold size and lack of housing growth con-

the latest estimates indicate a decrease in

tinued the trend into the 1990s. The recent
upward trend can be primarily attributed

the percentage of persons under the age
S C- 700

N

SC-700

N

to result of job growth and residential construction in the commercial core along King
and Meeting Streets and in the upper peninsula. The peninsula remains the most cul-

of 18. The largest age group in Charleston
is made up of persons age 25 to 34 and

0 - 30 %

61 - 90%

31 - 60%

91 - 120%

Urban Growth Boundary

Graphic representation of density where one dot randomly distributed
equals twenty-five persons.

turally and demographically diverse area of

percentage increases occurred in this age
group and in all age groups from 55 to 74
leading to an increase in the median age
from 32.5 to 34.8. An aging population can

the City and still absorbs a large number of

Ashley is seeing the most change as home

ridor indicate steady growth will continue

have implications on housing, education

people every day in the form of tourists and

construction continues steadily drawing

over the next decade.

and the job market and medical services.

workers. The gradual decline in population

many families and commuters pursuing

and continued status as the economic and

Cainhoy Peninsula. While all areas of the

Gender. Gender percentages remained

lower housing prices.

City have seen significant increases in

stable during the last decade with ap-

James Island. James Island, much like

population, the Cainhoy Peninsula, includ-

proximately 52.7% of the population being

West Ashley, contains a large suburban

ing Daniel Island, has seen the highest

female. The Census Bureau, the key source

population but the majority are not in the

percentage increase in population over

of local demographic data, currently does

West Ashley. Currently, the most populated

City of Charleston jurisdiction. The City’s

the past ten years. Large areas remain

not collect non-binary gender statistics but

geographic area of the City is West Ashley,

population on James Island has increased

undeveloped along Clements Ferry Road

alternative survey data from the Williams

where 42% of the City’s residents live. This

the smallest amount (24%) of all City areas

and will likely see much more population

Institute indicates LGBT individuals make

area has increased in population by 25%

since 2010 to over 22,000 persons.

increase over the next ten years as this

up about 3.5% of the population in South

area contains some of the highest ground

Carolina (over 180,215 individuals).

in the City and best opportunities to grow

Race and Ethnicity. Charleston continues

responsibly.

to be a racially and ethnically diverse city,

The City portion of the population on Johns

Population Projections. The population

but recent trends indicates a shift toward

Island has more than doubled since 2010,

growth trend in the suburban areas is ex-

a more homogenous demographic. The

but the total population has only increased

pected to continue, and by 2030 the popu-

2019 ACS estimates that about 74.1% of

by an estimated 5,700 persons. Planned and

lation of the peninsula will continue its

the City’s population are white/Caucasian

approved development in the Maybank cor-

upward trend. Johns Island, Daniel Island

while 21.7% are black/African-American;

cultural engine of the region indicates the
peninsula has the potential for growth over
the next several decades.

since 2000 and 75% since 1990. Most of the
population lives in suburban neighborhoods
developed since 1940 but has changed significantly since the 1960s and continues to
grow and evolve. It was to the new subdivisions in what is now inner West Ashley
that much of the population moved to when
they left the peninsula. Today, outer West
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Johns Island. Johns Island remains the
least populated area of the City despite
significant growth over the past decade.
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CHARLESTON POPULATION AND DENSITY BY DECADE
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down from 41% in 1990 and a decrease of

since the last census. About 35% of the

3.9% from Census 2010. Total Hispanic or

non-family households were people living

Latino residents in the City increased from

alone, a slight decrease from a decade ago.

2.9% in 2010 to an estimated 3.2% of the

The average family size was 2.97 persons

2019 population with the most significant

in 2019, exactly the same size as in 2000.

and the white household income is $15,358

portion of the population living on Johns

After decades of decline, average household

higher than the national average, while the

Island. Data provided by the Charleston

size increased from 2.18 in the 2000 Census

black household income in Charleston is

County School District for schools located

to 2.31 persons per household in 2019. The

$7,039 below the national average.

in the City on Johns Island suggests this

percent of households containing children

area may have a higher percentage of His-

declined (by 4%) and the percent containing

panic or Latino population than the Census

persons 65 or older increased (by 4%) in the

data indicates. Other races and ethnicities

last decade; another indication of our aging

collected by the Census including Asian,

population overall.

er, and American Indian and Alaska Native
make up about 2% of the City. Indigenous
populations make up less than one-half
percent of the City’s community.

Income. Median family incomes have risen
steadily in the Charleston area over the
years (about 28% since 2010) but not all
residents have seen the same dollar increases, indicating a disparity in the oppor-

Families and Households. In 2019, families

tunities all City residents have for access to

made up an estimated 52% of the house-

housing, food and health care. White house-

holds in Charleston, remaining stable

holds have seen a disproportionate actual
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2000

2010

2019*

YEAR

YEAR

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Island-

1990

* Source: US Census
Bureau American
Community Survey 5-Yr
Data 2015-2019

increase compared with black households

The Avery Institute’s State of Racial Dis-

as the income has widened significantly

parities report from 2015 lists the follow-

over the past decade. This gap in incomes is

ing factors as key contributors to income

much higher in Charleston than nationally

disparities by race:

Reliable median household income for other
racial and ethnic categories is not readily
available.
The poverty rate of families on Charleston
has dropped significantly over the past
two decades cutting in half the percentage
from 13.5% in 2000 to an estimated 6.5%
in 2019. However, there is wide disparity
between white persons living in poverty at
9.6% compared with black residents living
in poverty at 24.7%. This difference again
highlights the inequities in race and income

Intergenerational poverty
Racial segregation and isolation
Housing, transportation, and other local-governmental policies that reinforce
the conditions that lock black workers
into lower-paying service jobs
Public education that does not meet the
needs of the emerging majority of its
students who are predominantly poor
and black
Community economic development that
is not adequately anchored by racial
equity and social justice

in the City.
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-20%

0%

+40%

+60%

+80%

Source: 2010, 2018
American Community
Survey 5-Year Estimates,
U.S. Census Bureau

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY RACE
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD
INCOME, 2019

17%

WEST ASHLEY

JOHNS ISLAND

+20%

Source: 2010, 2018
American Community
Survey, 5-Year Estimates,
US Census Bureau.

6%
64%
-31%

$81,894

4%
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BLACK

2010

2019

Education. Charleston residents are,

the link between diversity and quality of

cultural, economic and geographic center

stances of slavery, immigration, trade, war and

overall, well-educated and increasingly so.

life and repeated concerns over gentrifica-

of the region and South Carolina lowcoun-

self-determination. The city’s existing economy

The percentage of the population achieving

tion and displacement of the city’s nonwhite

try. From its founding, Charleston was

and culture depends on maintaining this diver-

more years of education beyond 9th grade is

and lower-income populations.

established by, built by and advanced by a

sity through municipal-level policies aimed at

population made up of a vast diversity of

housing affordability, job growth, neighborhood

religions, races, nationalities and languages,

support and quality of life; addressed in other

brought together through shared circum-

chapters of the plan.

increasing as well as the number of persons
with college and graduate degrees. In 2019,
over 95% of the population 25 or older had
a high school diploma (or equivalent) or
higher. This is an increase of 4% from the
2010 ACS and is 7% higher than the national average. Also, 53% of Charlestonians
had bachelor’s (or higher) degrees in 2019,
an increase of 7% over the 2010 figure and
11% higher than the national average. This
numbers do vary widely between white and
minority populations indicating a disparity
in access to education.
Gentrification. The 2001 City of Charleston
Gentrification Task Force stated that diverse neighborhoods are essential to maintaining a high quality of life in Charleston
and that the issue of gentrification is
fundamental to the city’s future. Since this
report was published, Charleston has been
named the “fastest gentrifying city” in the
country several times by Realtor.com. During engagement for the City Plan, community members of all backgrounds affirmed
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Indicators of our gentrifying city can be
seen in the recent demographic trends
highlighted in this chapter. Key indicators
of gentrification include increase of white
households, decrease in overall nonwhite
households, increase in the area median

i College of Charleston Community Assistance Program. Racial Equity Framework Glossary.

income, increase in educational attainment

ii City of Charleston. 2001. “City of Charleston Gentrification Task Force Report to City Council.” Charleston, SC.

and smaller household sizes.
Gentrification in Charleston is most stark
for black households. Census figures from
the past several decades show the percentage of white residents increasing at a faster
pace than black residents; primarily due to
in-migration. In each census between 1980
and 2010 the white population increased
significantly while the black population remained relatively stable. Estimates in 2018
and 2019 indicate this trend will continue
in the 2020 Census numbers and indicate
a decline in the black population overall
in the City, most notably on the Peninsula
and Johns Island.
In many ways, Charleston is viewed as the

iii Patton, Stacey. 2017. The State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, South Carolina, 2000-2015. Charleston,
SC: Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture, The College of Charleston.
iv Most demographic data related to the City of Charleston, smaller geographic areas of the City of Charleston, sur-

rounding counties or the metropolitan area comes from various surveys of the US Census Bureau such as The Population
Estimates Program, Decennial Census (such as 2000, 2010 or 2020 Census), or the American Community Survey (ACS).
Housing permit data is produced by the City of Charleston and used for annual population estimates and projections.
v U.S. Census Bureau. “Table 2. Cumulative Estimates of Resident Population Change for the United States, Regions,

States, and Puerto Rico and Region and State Rankings: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2019 (NST-EST2019-02).” Accessed 6
June, 2020. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-national-total.html.
vi U.S. Census Bureau. “QuickFacts Charleston County, Berkeley County, Dorchester County, South Carolina.” Accessed

December 19, 2020. https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/charlestoncountysouthcarolina,dorchestercountysouthca
rolina,berkeleycountysouthcarolina/PST045219.
vii Population Projections for the City of Charleston are developed by the Department of Planning, Preservation &

Sustainability and based on Decennial Census population, housing vacancy rates, annual City construction permit data,
annual City population estimates and approved/unbuilt residential housing developments. Projection estimates are
compared with construction permit trends to ensure a level of confidence in the data. Economic conditions often influence
long-range projections and may be adjusted annually.
viii The Williams Institute, UCLA School of Law; LGBT Demographic Data Interactive. Accessed May 11, 2021. https://

williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/visualization/lgbt-stats/.
ix Charleston County School District. “CCSD 2018 Data Dashboards.” Accessed February 12, 2021. https://www.ccsd-

schools.com/Page/1228.
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NATURAL RESOURCES
Natural Resources are the elements of a community’s natural environment such as land, water, air, soil, plants and animals. Natural resource planning includes management and conservation of
natural resources to support a mutually beneficial relationship
between the people of a community and its natural ecosystems.

The people of Charleston feel a strong connection to the natural
landscape of the Lowcountry, known for a semi-tropical climate
and variety of unique plant and animal life. Hundreds of other
tidal creeks, wetlands, islands, and preserved forests dictate
Charleston’s boundaries and where development can and cannot
occur. The very founding of the city in its particular location can
be attributed to the confluence of the Ashley, Cooper, and Wando
Rivers at the mouth of the Charleston Harbor. New challenges
presented by climate change, including increased frequency and
intensity of storms and sea level rise, highlight the need for environmental protection and sustainable development practices.
During engagement, community members
emphasized the role of the natural landscape as a resource that can both improve
quality of life for residents and mitigate
flooding. There was strong support for the
preservation and restoration of valuable
ecosystems as Charleston faces increasing
flooding challenges with sea level rise and
worsening storms. There was also a call
for increased access citywide to clean and
healthy green space and water. In the City
Plan Community Survey, community members ranked “effective drainage and flood
management” and “clean environment” as
the first and second factors contributing to
overall quality of life.
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KEY TERMS
Green space is an area of grass, trees, or other
vegetation set apart for recreational or aesthetic
purposes in an otherwise urban environment.
Green Infrastructure is defined in the City of
Charleston Zoning Ordinance as an adaptable term
used to describe an array of materials, technologies, and practices that use natural systems or
engineered systems that mimic natural processes to
enhance overall environmental quality and provide
utility services. As a general principal, green infrastructure techniques use soils and vegetation to
infiltrate, evapotranspirate, and/or recycle stormwater runoff.
Bioretention Basins, Bioswales and Rain
Gardens are planted depressions of varying sizes
and degrees designed to retain or detain stormwater before it is infiltrated or discharged downstream.
Climate Change refers to the changes in climate patterns that are primarily attributed to
the increased levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide
produced by the use of fossil fuels.

LIVING WITH WATER
Effects of climate change, including the
threats of sea level rise and increasing

Conservation Design refers to innovative site
planning techniques that restrict buildings, structures, and impervious surfaces within specific areas
of a development to preserve the most valuable
natural features of a site and increase the amount
of common open space.

frequency and intensity of storms, are more
tangible today than ever before and will
require innovative natural resource management strategies moving forward. In 2019,
Charleston City council unanimously adopted

Ecosystem refers to the interrelationships and
interaction among plants, animals and other organisms, as well as weather and landscape within a
particular geographic area.

the Dutch Dialogues Charleston Report and
policy recommendations. The Dutch Dialogues
team worked with local, national and international experts to conceptualize a “living with
water” future for Charleston, one in which the
urban landscape works harmoniously with the
natural flow of water.

Longleaf Pine forest in the Wando area of the Cainhoy Peninsula. Other image?
Images courtesy of Dutch Dialogues: Charleston team.

Environmental Justice is the fair treatment
and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with
respect to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies.
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N A TUR A L R E S O UR CE S

Creating planning and development guide-

during significant flooding events, fecal

nomic and racial backgrounds. For example,

KEY TERMS (CONT.)

lines that align with the “living with water”

coliform levels far exceed state guidelines

residents of African-American settlement

framework advocated by Dutch Dialogues

in areas around the Charleston Peninsula.

communities on the Cainhoy Peninsula cited

is critical for the future of our city. Some

Additionally, different land uses can gener-

the longleaf pine forests and local farms and

strategies include:

ate different types of physical, biological,

waterways used for fishing and crabbing as

Environmental Justice Communities are defined by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) as communities with disproportionate
exposure to environmental hazards and increased
vulnerability to said hazards.

and chemical pollution that can impact

vital connections to the natural world. To ad-

water quality. For example, malfunctioning

dress inequities in environmental quality and

on-site septic systems may release nitrogen,

access, equity considerations should be at the

Protecting existing wetlands (including
places expected to become wetlands in
the future due to sea level rise).

phosphorous, and fecal coliform bacteria

forefront of land use and natural resources

Discouraging impervious surfaces in

into groundwater . Cleaning up and dispos-

planning decisions over the coming decade.

favor of natural soils for the effective

ing of debris, preserving natural vegetation

rainwater infiltration they provide (one

and drainage patterns and minimizing land

acre of pavement releases 36 times

disturbance during development are proven

more runoff than a forest).

strategies for improving water quality.

Reevaluating zoning codes to shift

During the City Plan engagement process,
many community members suggested concentrating future parks and recreation

development from low-lying areas to

NATURAL RESOURCES AND EQUITY

higher ground.

Due to multiple factors including a long

borhoods and 88% of City Plan survey respon-

Promoting vegetated buffers, tree

history of segregation, redlining and gen-

dents said they would like to see more land

planting, and biorention basins, all of

eral disregard for environmental hazards

preserved for recreational public use. The

which filter and reduce stormwater

in lower income and minority communities,

Dutch Dialogues Charleston report recom-

runoff, a main source of water pollution

today many of Charleston’s most vulner-

mended using parks facilities to store water

in Charleston.

able neighborhoods are also some of the

and reduce runoff, a strategy supported by

most exposed to flooding, extreme heat,

80% of City Plan Survey respondents.

WATER QUALITY

and hazardous materials. According to the

Water makes up about 15% of the total area

City’s 2020 All Hazards Vulnerability and

within the City of Charleston, making the

Risk Assessment, about 71% of all hazard-

issue of water quality a particularly impor-

ous materials locations are in the most

tant factor to overall quality of life. Storm-

vulnerable (using the CDC’s Social Vulner-

water runoff is one of the most common

ability Index) neighborhoods around the
city. The same study found that about 1,900

“CHARLESTON’S LONG-TERM SURVIVAL WILL, IN A LARGE
P A R T, B E D E T E R M I N E D B Y H O W T H E C O M M U N I T Y M A N A G E S
ITS FLOOD AND SEA-LEVEL RISE RISKS.”

households with members 65 years of age
or older and about 2,900 households living
below the poverty line live in areas that are
the most vulnerable to extreme heat due to
their low tree canopy cover, high developed

DUTCH DIALOGUES CHARLESTON

land cover, and less ability to cope with
the effects of heat based on socioeconomic

ways that pollutants enter local bodies of
water. As rainwater flows into stormwater
drains and retention ponds, it captures pollutants including animal waste, pesticides
and fertilizers, oil and gasoline from cars,
and other harmful chemicals. According to
a 2018 Charleston Post and Courier report,
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PARKS AND CONSERVED AREAS

status.

investments to currently underserved neigh-

In 2020, The City of Charleston Department
of Parks maintained over 1,866 acres of parkland and 4.22 million square feet of building
space, serving approximately 156,000 residents. The Parks Department is currently
developing One Charleston, its first ever
Parks and Recreation Master Plan, which will
guide future parks acquisitions and major
upcoming parks projects. Additionally, the
City of Charleston has worked with Charleston County through the Charleston County
Greenbelt Program to acquire interest in land
for conservation, wetlands protection, historic
and cultural preservation, parks, greenways
and trails, and waterway access; and support

Throughout the City Plan public engage-

public access and use of conserved lands. The

ment process, community members around

Greenbelt Program, initiated in 2004, has

the city voiced their desire for equitable

protected over 21,000 acres of land, to date,

access to nature and high environmental

of which over 9,300 acres were purchased

standards for communities of all socioeco-

for future public parks and greenspaces. In

Equitable Access means that public spaces and
amenities, and opportunities for participation, are
designed in such a way that responds to the needs
of all community members and ensures fair access
regardless of race or socioeconomic status.
Impervious Surfaces in the City of Charleston
Zoning Ordinance is defined as a surface which
is compacted or covered with material that is
resistant to infiltration by water, including, but
not limited to, most conventional surfaced streets,
roofs, sidewalks, parking lots, and other similar
structures.
Mitigation is the action of reducing the severity,
seriousness or painfulness of something; to reduce
its effects.
Sea Level Rise is an increase in the level of the
world’s oceans due to effects of global warming.
Stormwater is water that accumulates as a result
of rain or other precipitation and Runoff is created
when stormwater flows over ground surfaces that
do not allow the water to soak into the ground.
Sustainable Development is a concept that
describes development that meets the needs of a
community while simultaneously sustaining the
natural resources and ecosystems on which the
economy and society depend.
Tree Canopy Cover is defined by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) as the layer of leaves,
branches and stems that provide tree coverage of
the ground when viewed from above.
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) is a boundary
line that surrounds the City of Charleston, discouraging suburban or urban growth in the more rural
areas outside the UGB.
Vegetated Buffers are planted sections of land
situated between development and area of protection.
Wetlands are classified by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers as an area with hydrophytic (water-loving) plants, soils that support the growth of hydrophytic plants, and water (wetlands can sometimes
be absent of standing water).
Wetland Buffer is a concentration of trees, shrubs,
and other native plants and gradually sloping bank
adjacent to a wetland.
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2016 Charleston County citizens approved

studied the City of Charleston’s tree canopy

a second one-half penny sales tax for roads,

and the ways in which trees absorb, store

mass transit and greenbelts. This 25-year

and release water around the city. The

tax will provide an additional $210 million

Study found that 60.6% of the land within

for the Greenbelt Programs.

city limits is covered by tree canopy and

In addition to improving and increasing

18.5% is covered by impervious surfaces

the amount of parks and conserved lands,
the city works to preserve green space and
prevent urban sprawl through the protection of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB).
Established in the late 1990s, the UGB is
a boundary line that surrounds the City of
Charleston, discouraging suburban or urban growth in the more rural areas outside
the UGB. Respecting the UGB and concentrating development and redevelopment
within this boundary is vital to protecting the ecologically rich rural areas and
protected lands, which provide storm water

such as parking lots or building footprints.
In Downtown Charleston, only 17.4% of
land is covered by tree canopy, and 62.8% is
covered by impervious surfaces. From 1992
to 2016, the City of Charleston lost about
5% of its tree canopy according to researchers at the College of Charleston’s Lowcountry Hazards Center. That trend may be
reversing as the city saw a 1.05% gain in
tree canopy from 2009-2017. The City’s
Stormwater and Parks divisions coordinate
tree planting and maintenance and the City
of Charleston has planted more than 5,000

retention and improve air quality for the

new trees since 2017.

entire region.

Apart from the aesthetic benefits, shade,
and habitat for animals that trees provide,

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Many people think of large and expensive
manmade infrastructure projects as the
only way to meet the challenges of sea
level rise and flooding, but some of the
best stormwater infrastructure tools have
been around for thousands of years. “Green
infrastructure” such as healthy clusters of
trees and wetland buffers can have many of
the same benefits as manmade stormwater
management tools for a fraction of the cost.
Trees. In 2017, The U.S. Forest Service and
The Green Infrastructure Center selected
Charleston as one of the case studies for its
Trees to Offset Stormwater program, which

they are also vital pieces of stormwater infrastructure. According to the study, “during a rainfall event of one inch, one acre
of forest will release 750 gallons of runoff,
while a parking lot will release 27,000
gallons.” Trees are also much more cost effective than traditional man-made stormwater infrastructure: land conserved for
stormwater retention “show an eight-to-one
dollar savings ratio versus man-made floodcontrol structures”. Increased tree canopy
alone will not address stormwater issues,
especially if the land surrounding the tree
is covered by impervious surfaces such as
concrete or asphalt. In order to achieve
the stormwater benefits of trees, clusters
Tree Canopy map. Et aute
optatia sequodita voles
ipsunt id molorat voluptur
sitate nam voloribusam
quis reriat.
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of trees and larger forested areas must be
conserved rather than simply planting trees
around paved surfaces.

TREE CANOPY
The City of Charleston is home to various
types of wetlands, from forested freshwater
wetlands to saltwater marshes. There are
about 3.8 million acres of wetlands in South
Carolina, and about 95% of those wetlands
are located in the coastal region of the
state. Wetland buffers offer a measure for
wetland protection that can also serve as
a vital element of green infrastructure. A
wetland buffer is a concentration of trees,
shrubs, and other native plants and gradually sloping bank adjacent to a wetland.
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Wetland buffers serve three main purposes:
Provide flood storage: wetland buffers
store floodwater, allowing it to slowly
infiltrate larger bodies of water avoiding flash floods that can overwhelm
manmade infrastructure.
Protect water quality: wetland buffers filter and capture pollutants from
storm water runoff before they enter
bodies of water.
Preserve habitat for plants and animals:
wetlands provide habitat and shade,
cooling water temperatures to levels more suitable for fish and other
animals. They also provide protection
between the edge of developed areas
and the water features where plants
and animals live.

Marsh. Marsh, or saltwater wetlands, are

and change over time. To preserve these

dynamic ecosystems that are influenced by

vital resources, low-lying areas should be

the water levels of their neighboring bodies

reserved to make room for new marsh areas

of water. To protect saltwater wetlands,

over time. Areas with manmade structures

various municipalities including the City

used to defend existing development will in-

of Charleston employ a Critical Line Buffer

hibit and eventually kill saltwater marshes.

Ordinance. The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
(DHEC) has established a “critical line” on
the South Carolina coast that delineates
bodies of water that feed into the Atlantic
Ocean. Critical line buffer ordinances require development to be set back additional
distance from the OCRM critical line.

Encouraging the use of fresh and saltwater
wetland buffers through planning and zoning policies is vital for protecting developed
areas from flooding, preserving biodiversity
of plants and animals, and keeping pollutants out of bodies of water. Tools like rain
gardens and bio-swales can also provide
some of the benefits of wetland buffers, but

As sea level continues to rise, the location

usually work best on a smaller scale as a

and size of saltwater marshes will also

strategy to capture and divert runoff from

change. Planning and development strate-

impervious surfaces at the source.

gies can directly affect how marshes move
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NATURAL RESOURCES RECOMMENDATIONS

PLANNING FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Over the past ten years, the City of

recently completed the City’s All Hazards

Charleston has made significant strides

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment, which

to promote environmental sustainability

recommended numerous strategies for re-

through various policies and programs. In

ducing the City’s risk to major natural and

January of 2020, the City banned the use of

manmade disasters, including implement-

single use plastic carryout and merchandise

ing green infrastructure incentives through

bags, as well as certain plastic carryout and

zoning or fees, and identifying open space

food packaging items. In the same year,

that could double function as water stor-

the City partnered with Clemson Extension

age areas. Earlier this year, City Council

and Keep Charleston Beautiful to provide

adopted the city’s first-ever Climate Action

guidance and funding for rain gardens

Plan, a strategic framework for reducing

throughout the city as part of Charleston

carbon pollution and mitigating climate

Rainproof. The Mayor’s Office of Resilience

change in Charleston.

and Emergency Management (OREM)

i “Environmental Justice.” EPA. May 03, 2021. Accessed May 12, 2021. https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice.
ii United States. Green Infrastructure Center, City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability,

Department of Planning, Preservation, and Sustainability. Trees to Offset Stormwater. September 2018. Accessed May
2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/1567/Trees-to-Offset-Stormwater.
iii Bartleme, Tony, and Glenn Smith. “Charleston Floodwaters Are Crawling with Unsafe Levels of Poop Bacteria.”

Charleston Post and Courier, June 14, 2018. Accessed May 2021. https://www.postandcourier.com/news/charlestonfloodwaters-are-crawling-with-unsafe-levels-of-poop-bacteria/article_9a120c08-5780-11e8-b5eb-4b448c32fc94.
html#:~:text=Charleston floodwaters are crawling with unsafe levels of poop bacteria,-By Tony Bartelme&text=Many
downtown Charleston streets become,research by College of Charleston.
iv Daniels, T. (2014). The Environmental Planning Handbook: For Sustainable Communities and Regions (2nd ed.). Rout-

ledge. https://doi.org/10.4324/9781351179270
v Ibid.
vi United States. City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability. All Hazards Vulnerability and
Risk Assessment. November 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27994/AllHazards-Vulnerability-Assessment-Full-Report.
vii https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/26154/City-of-Charleston-2020-Formal-Budget
viii Charleston County Greenbelt Program. https://greenbelt.charlestoncounty.org/
ix The Impact of Forest Cover on Flooding and Climate Change in Charleston County, SC. College of Charleston Lowcountry Hazards Center. 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://gis.cofc.edu/portal/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=8dd072b
2b2774b83b4807c25f57ca8bd.

01.

06.

Develop policies and processes to amplify environmental justice considerations in land use, infrastructure and natural resources planning; including
the prioritization of environmental justice communities in improvements to the environment and
analysis of potential negative impacts of projects on
environmental justice communities.

Ensure land development regulations adequately
protect the city’s farms, prime soils for farming,
natural resources and rural areas.

02.
Continue to provide and expand the parks system to
include large and small parks and promote equitable access and safe alternative connectivity to green
spaces and water around the City.

03.
Support land conservation around the edges of the
Urban Growth Boundary, specifically along the
Brownswood Road corridor and south of Cane Slash
and Plow Ground Roads on Johns Island and along
southern parts of Folly Road on James Island, as
well as areas adjacent to the UGB in West Ashley
and the Wando area on the Cainhoy Peninsula.

04.
Develop a Greenbelt prioritization plan and work
with surrounding jurisdictions to preserve more
green spaces, particularly along the Urban Growth
Boundary.

05.
Continue to promote planning and zoning policies
that align with the “living with water approach”
outlined in the Dutch Dialogues: Charleston study,
including encouraging the use of green infrastructure such as bio-swales, porous pavements, rain
gardens, and wetland buffers; and other practices
that leave existing natural features and ecosystems
undisturbed.

07.
Dedicate staff and resources to support collaboration between Stormwater Management, Parks and
Planning to oversee preservation, creation and
maintenance of green infrastructure.

08.
Implement recommendations of the Trees to Offset
Stormwater study including updating the city’s tree
protection ordinance to preserve clusters of trees
during the development process, track and increase
tree canopy percentages around the city, and prioritize underserved areas or areas with aging inventory for tree planting.

09.
Implement land use and transportation planning
strategies to account for marsh and wetland migration due to sea level rise; including vegetated
buffers to allow space for the marsh or wetland to
migrate and restricting development and roadways
in tidal flood risk zones.

10.
Increase incentives and educational opportunities
for residents to increase and maintain water retention on their properties.

x Ibid.
xi City of Charleston FY2020 Budget https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/26154/City-of-Charleston2020-Formal-BudgeCt p.268
xii Ibid.
xiii Ibid.
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KEY TERMS

Cultural Resources are those features of a community – tangible
or intangible – that are shaped by the people who live (or lived)
there; and that create a unique sense of place and history, and
promote cultural activities. They can include historic buildings
and structures, commercial or residential areas, natural or scenic
resources, archaeological sites, educational, religious or entertainment areas or institutions, and any other feature or facility
that relates to the cultural aspect of a community.

Gullah Geechee people are descendants of Africans who were enslaved on the rice, indigo and
Sea Island cotton plantations of the lower Atlantic
coast. The nature of their enslavement on isolated
island and coastal plantations created a unique culture with deep African retentions that are clearly
visible in the Gullah Geechee people’s distinctive
arts, crafts, foodways, music, and language. Many
Gullah Geechee people of the Lowcountry also
insist that some ancestors of Gullah Geechee people
arrived prior to European colonists and were never
enslaved.
Heirs Property refers to a home or land that
passes from generation to generation without a
legally designated owner resulting in ownership
divided among all living descendants in a family.
This form of ownership limits a family’s ability to
access financial resources that require clear proof
of ownership and can leave them vulnerable to
property loss through forced sales.
Indigenous peoples refers to those peoples with
pre-existing sovereignty who were living together
as a community prior to contact with settler populations.

Cultural Resources are those features of a community – tangible
or intangible – that are shaped by the people who live (or lived)
there; and that create a unique sense of place and history, and
promote cultural activities. They can include historic buildings and structures, commercial or residential areas, natural or
scenic resources, archaeological sites, educational, religious or
entertainment areas or institutions, and any other feature or
facility that relates to the cultural aspect of a community.
Charleston’s distinct cultural identity can
be felt in every corner of the City, present
in the cuisine, the arts, and the physical spaces that hosted some of the most
important people and moments in American
history. Many of these aspects of our city
attracted the over seven million people who
visited Charleston last year . Supporting
and preserving these resources are critical
to both fostering Charleston’s unique sense
of place and furthering the community’s
economic and sustainability goals.
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Reconstruction is the period after the Civil
War, 1865-1877, during which formerly enslaved
African-Americans made considerable economic
and political gains. It ended after years of political unrest and voter suppression and intimidation
spearheaded by the Ku Klux Klan restored political
power to a white supremacist political majority in
Southern states.
Settlement Communities were established
during the Reconstruction years (1865-1877) and
through the early 20th Century by freed GullahGeechee people and their descendants, defined by
their ancestral connections to the land and their
shared history, identity, and cultural institutions
such as schools, churches and businesses.

THE ARTS
The City of Charleston Office of Cultural
Affairs (OCA) serves as the city’s main
advocate for the arts. The OCA spotlights
the work of local artists, performers, and
writers, supports and serves as a convening agency for local arts organizations,
partners with Charleston County Schools to
provide arts education opportunities, and
works on several major events, including
the downtown and West Ashley Farmers
Markets.

Martha and John M. Rivers
Performance Hall at the
Gaillard Center. Image
courtesy of The Gaillard
Center.
Future rendering of Albert
Simons Center for the Arts,
The College of Charleston. I
mage courtesy of The
College of Charleston/Liollio
Architecture.
Cannon Street Arts Center,
home of PURE Theatre.
Image Courtesy of OCA.
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Affairs since 2016 and hosts PURE The-

Wando, Chicora, among many others) were

ater Charleston. Cultural Arts Center of

derived from indigenous words or names.

Charleston recently relocated to Citadel

Indigenous populations saw a dramatic de-

Mall in West Ashley, and offers family

cline after European colonization beginning

performances, educational programs, and

in 1520 due to disease, enslavement, and

community events. Other important arts

other violence. While many entire indig-

venues include the The Commodore, Dock

enous groups around the state have been

Street Theatre, Memminger Auditorium,

lost, several are still present and active

Charleston Music Hall, Woolfe Street

today, including the Catawba, Cherokee,

Playhouse, Music Farm, 34 West Theater

Pee Dee, Chicora, Edisto, Santee, Yamas-

Company, and Queen Street Playhouse.

see, and Chicora-Waccamaw.

up the Charleston and Lowcountry cultural
identity: the cuisine, agriculture, iconic
buildings and streets, abundant churches,
handmade goods, arts and crafts and music
are the lasting contributions of generations
of African American Charlestonians and the
Gullah Geechee people and are directly tied
to Charleston’s legacy of slavery and its aftermath. Charleston is also home to several

1670, Charleston is South Carolina’s oldest

prominent Civil Rights leaders and cam-

Festivals and cultural events in the city

incorporated city and is also among the old-

paigns that shaped the entire movement.

include Spoleto USA, Piccolo Spoleto,

est in the country. Downtown Charleston is

Despite this rich legacy, the contributions and

MOJA Festival, Charleston Food and Wine

known for its well-preserved seventeenth

experiences of the African-American people

Festival, Charleston Fashion Week, South-

and eighteenth century architecture. The

and communities that have made Charles-

The City of Charleston is home to numer-

eastern Wildlife Exposition, and the Cooper

Old and Historic District on the Charleston

ton what it is today and continue to enrich

ous arts venues, including art galleries,

River Bridge Run. Other important attrac-

Peninsula is the first historic district in the

our community have too often been left out

theatres, auditoriums and playhouses. The

tions include the South Carolina Aquarium,

United States and was established by local

of cultural heritage preservation efforts.

Gaillard Center serves as the City’s pre-

The Charleston Museum (the nation’s

ordinance in 1931, three decades before the

mier venue for performing arts, and under-

oldest museum), The Children’s Museum,

U.S. Federal Government began offering its

went extensive renovations from 2012-2015

Charles Towne Landing Historic Site, the

own designation. Numerous sites, districts,

to add the 1,800 seat Martha and John M.

future International African American

and other landmarks on the National Regis-

Rivers Performance Hall, a 15,000 square

Museum (opening in 2022), Family Circle

ter of Historic Places are located through-

foot Exhibition Hall, and three floors of

Cup Stadium on Daniel Island, and Joseph

out the city.

City Offices. The City Gallery at Water-

P. Riley Jr. Park, home of the Charleston

front Park, The Halsey Institute of Contem-

Riverdogs baseball team. Other local sports

The City’s 2008 Preservation Plan high-

porary Art at The College of Charleston,

teams include the Charleston Battery soc-

The Gibbes Museum, Redux Contemporary

cer team and the South Carolina Stingrays

Art Center, and numerous smaller galleries

ice hockey team.

showcase the work of talented artists, many
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Each of the aspects that collectively make

Charleston. Established by the English in

SPECIAL EVENTS AND ATTRACTIONS

West Ashley Farmers
Market. Image courtesy
of OCA.

AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE
AND HISTORY

lighted the integral role that historic
preservation plays in the City’s approach
to planning and development, and made
recommendations including:

“ R A C E A N D P O L I T I C S H A D B E E N E N TA N G L E D W I T H T H E
AZALEAS, LIVE OAKS, AND CRAPE MYRTLES FOR DECADES,
O F T E N C H O K I N G O F F B L A C K M E M O R I E S O F T H E P A S T. ”
KYTLE, E.J. AND ROBERTS, B., “DENMARK VESEY’S GARDEN”
During Reconstruction and the Jim Crow
Era, early preservation efforts championed
a romanticized version of Charleston’s story
that downplayed slavery, elevated the ele-

Retaining long-standing communities

gant lifestyles of its white slaveholders, and

through affordable housing tools.

gave prominence to confederate leaders. At-

in the area for thousands of years before

Promoting a dense and diverse urban

tempts to change the historical landscape to

cant renovations including the addition

European conquest. Some of the groups

community on the Charleston Peninsula.

be more inclusive of the African-American

of a new black box theatre. The College’s

in the area included the Stono, Edisto,

Promoting high-quality architecture

Sottile Theatre on King St. is also currently

Kiawah, Wando, Sewee, and Etiwan. These

throughout the city.

undergoing renovation and is expected to

groups farmed a variety of crops, estab-

re-open in 2021. The Cannon Street Arts

lished complex trade routes, and produced

Center, a converted historic church in

elaborate tools, pottery, jewelry and

Cannonborough- Elliotborough, has been

clothing. Many names familiar to modern

managed by the City’s Office of Cultural

Charlestonians (Yemesse, Edisto, Stono,

of whom call Charleston home.

HISTORY

The College of Charleston’s Albert Simons

Indigenous Land. Indigenous people lived

Center for the Arts will soon begin signifi-

experience didn’t gain momentum until the
late 20th century following the Civil Rights
Era. Significant strides have been made

Promoting environmental and cultural

since, but there remains a need to tell a

sustainability in the built and natural

more complete story of Charleston’s past –

environment when considering plan-

and present – by continuing to promote and

ning and development decisions.

invest in the preservation and celebration
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quisition and others more formally through

ties are acknowledged as significant cultur-

planned subdivision or land cooperatives

al resources that are worth protection and

(Charleston County survey). Some commu-

investment; and whose residents deserve to

nities that now consist primarily of tenants

be granted agency and authority regarding

(formed in the wake of Urban Renewal and

future development and investment.

public housing construction) are not defined
through land ownership, but by their ancestral connections to the land. Though their
origins and physical landscape vary, their
common defining features are their shared
history, identity, connection to the land
and cultural institutions such as schools,
churches and businesses.

The International African
American Museum, expected to open in 2022, “strives
to foster empathy and
understanding, empowering
visitors with the knowledge
of the past.” Image courtesy
of the International African
American Museum.
The Avery Center for
African American History
and Culture at the College
of Charleston occupies
the site of the former
Avery Normal Institute,
which served as “a hub
for Charleston’s AfricanAmerican community from
1865–1954 that trained its
students for professional
careers and leadership
roles.” Image courtesy of
the College of Charleston’s
Avery Research Center for
African American History
and Culture, photograph
by Liz Vaughn, Charleston,
South Carolina, ca. 2010.
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METHODOLOGY
The information presented in this section is
based on preliminary research that relied
primarily on interviews and conversations
with individuals who self-identify as having existing ties to settlement communities. Whenever possible, information was

In the wake of rapid gentrification and

cross-referenced with historical surveys

mounting development pressures, some

and current property ownership records to

of these communities have since been lost

establish approximate boundaries. Persis-

to private land sales, redevelopment, and

tent efforts were made to include all commu-

heirs property suits; but many of these

nities and ensure accurate representation,

communities are still intact today and

though a more thorough survey should be

of African American historic and cultural

Corridor, the Gullah Geechee Chamber of

are the proud home to the descendants of

conducted to build on and further confirm

heritage.

Commerce, the Gullah Society, the Center

their original founders. Due to the infor-

this preliminary research.

The International African American Muse-

for Heirs Property Preservation, the Old

mal nature in which many were settled,

Slave Mart Museum and the Progressive

few have been formally acknowledged in

Club.

previous records. Recent initiatives led

um (IAAM) is currently under construction
in Gadsdenboro on the Charleston Peninsula, in the same location where nearly

by community-based organizations, aca-

centuries first set foot in the U.S. Opening

HISTORIC AFRICAN-AMERICAN
SETTLEMENT COMMUNITIES
AND NEIGHBORHOODS

in 2022, the museum will host exhibitions,

One time sensitive opportunity to protect

the African American Memorial Garden,

and elevate African-American cultural

half of all enslaved people brought to North
America during the 18th and early 19th

demic institutions other jurisdictions have
contributed to growing body of research and
historical recognition of these communities.

The qualifications for what counts as a “settlement community” in the City Plan has
been in large part directed by community
members and their relatives. Throughout
this process, the below common indicators
of settlements communities emerged:

However, there remains sparse documenta-

Historic concentrations of African-

tion for settlement areas within the City of

American households in a particular

Charleston.

geographic area, especially during the

and the Center for Family History, where

heritage in Charleston is through the

visitors can trace their genealogy using the

recognition and preservation of African-

This section identifies all known historic

Museum’s resources. Other existing insti-

American settlement communities. Dur-

African-American settlement communi-

tutions working to preserve and highlight

ing the Reconstruction years (1865-1877)

ties within and adjacent to the City of

History of community autonomy: shared

African American history and culture in the

and through the early 20th Century, the

Charleston’s Urban Growth Boundary

hyper-local economy and civic institu-

area include the African American Settle-

majority of freed Gullah-Geechee people

(UGB) – both informal settlements and

tions such as churches and schools.

ment Community Historic Commission, the

and their descendants settled in commu-

formal planned neighborhoods – that still

Avery Research Center for African Ameri-

Concentrations of family property that

nities throughout the Lowcountry. Some

maintain a shared identity and connection

can History and Culture at the College of

has been passed down through genera-

communities formed organically through

to their past. Due to their rich history and

Charleston, the Gullah Geechee Cultural

tions, often including heirs property.

concentrated patterns of private land ac-

contributions to our region, these communi-

late 19th century/early 20th century
and extending into the mid-century.
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INSERT MAP HERE – SPAN TWO PAGES,
WITH NUMBER LABELS AND CORREPSONDING LEGEND LISTING BELOW
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CULTUR A L R E S O UR CE S

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECOMMENDATIONS
COMMUNITIES AND NEIGHBORHOODS
The Charleston City Plan recognizes at

The following map displays all known

least 51 historic settlement communities.

historic African-American settlement com-

The location and identity of only three (3)

munities within and adjacent to the City

01.

06.

of these has been acknowledged in previous

of Charleston’s Urban Growth Boundary

recorded surveys. Included in this count are

(UGB). Historic boundaries are approxi-

numerous communities on the Peninsula

mate and community names are those con-

whose context and timeline are distinct

temporary to the individuals that informed

Build, maintain and preserve an array of high
quality cultural facilities and sites, especially in
areas of the city with less access to existing cultural
resources.

from other settlement areas, but nonethe-

the research. The boundaries of the historic

02.

Identify and protect significant sites citywide, including historic houses of worship, cemeteries and
burial grounds, that contribute to Charleston’s identity and represent its history; especially those sites
significant to African-American heritage and history.

less should be recognized as significant cul-

areas were informed by property surveys,

tural resources due to their strong familial,

plats and USGS topography maps spanning

historical and cultural ties with settlement

from the late 1800’s to the late 1930’s. The

communities and the legacy they all col-

approximate boundaries of existing com-

Support policies, incentives and plans that stimulate historic preservation, restoration and re-use of
cultural resources, especially resources relating to
African American heritage and history.

lectively represent. These neighborhoods

munities are also included on the Future

03.

are identified here using the term “Urban

Land Use Maps in the Land Use element. It

Enclaves,” which denotes that they were

should be noted that many of the communi-

predominantly white or integrated when es-

ties identified in this plan are technically

Encourage public and private investment in the
growth and development of Charleston’s arts community.

tablished but throughout the 20th Century

outside of city limits in either unincorpo-

04.

included thriving enclaves of African-Ameri-

rated Charleston County, Berkeley County

can residential and cultural districts.

or the Town of James Island.

Support development of community plans for settlement communities within corporate city limits that
outline future goals related to preservation, investment and development; and recommendations for
policies and other strategies for achieving those goals.

i “The Gullah Geechee People.” Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Commission. Access May 2021. https://gullah-

geecheecorridor.org/thegullahgeechee/
ii Interview with J. Martin-Carrington, Board Member of the Gullah Society.
iii Adapted from information shared by the Center for Heirs Property.
iv “Native American and Indigenous Peoples FAQs.” UCLA Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. Accessed May 2021. https://
equity.ucla.edu/know/resources-on-native-american-and-indigenous-affairs/native-american-and-indigenous-peoplesfaqs/#whoareind
v Foner, E.. “Reconstruction.” Encyclopedia Britannica, September 10, 2020. https://www.britannica.com/event/Recon-

struction-United-States-history.

05.
Work with neighboring jurisdictions to elevate the
voices and concerns of settlement communities in
ongoing conversations related to preservation, resiliency, gentrification and displacement, and future
development and infrastructure projects.

07.
Increase the amount of markers and monuments
documenting sites and key figures culturally and
historically significant to Charleston’s AfricanAmerican communities.

08.
Uphold historic preservation as a form of sustainable development by promoting and creating incentives for rehabilitating and adapting historic buildings for new uses.

09.
Update and maintain a cultural resource inventory
to evaluate the status of known cultural resources,
identify under-documented and/or threatened
cultural resources - especially in African-American
settlement communities, and prioritize documentation needs and designation recommendations.

10.
Strengthen policies and allocate resources to address demolition by neglect of historic properties.

vi 2019-2020 Annual Report. Report. Office of Tourism, College of Charleston. 2020. Accessed Fall 2020. https://sb.cofc.
edu/centers/tourismanalysis/annualreports/otaannualreport20192020.pdf.
vii “Charleston Gaillard Center.” Charleston Gaillard Center. May 10, 2021. Accessed May 11, 2021. https://gaillardcenter.org/.
viii https://www.postandcourier.com/features/college-of-charleston-set-to-embark-on-a-50-million-renovation-of-majorcampus-building/article_d3a70074-bec5-11e9-9a0f-839660de2ff8.html
ix “Best Theater Entertainment in Charleston: CACC.” Cultural Arts Center. Accessed May 11, 2021. https://www.
cartscc.com/.
x “SC Indians – Native Americans in South Carolina.” SC Indian Tribes - Native Americans in South Carolina. Accessed
May 12, 2021. https://www.sciway.net/hist/indians/.
xi United States. City of Charleston, SC. Department of Planning, Preservation, and Sustainability. 2007 Preservation
Plan. 2007. Accessed Fall 2020. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/891/Preservation-Plan.
xii Kytle, Ethan J., and Blain Roberts. Denmark Vesey’s Garden: Slavery and Memory in the Cradle of the Confederacy.
New York: New Press, 2018.
xiii Ibid.
xiv Ibid.
xv “About.” IAAM Center for Family History. Accessed May 2021. https://cfh.iaamuseum.org/.
xvi Ibid.
xvii “About.” Avery Research Center. Accessed May 11, 2021. https://avery.cofc.edu/about/.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic Development includes historic trends and projections
on the numbers and characteristics of the labor force, where the
people in the community work, where people who work in the
community reside, available employment characteristics and
trends, an economic base analysis and any other matters affecting
the local economy.

The City of Charleston is the urban center of a rapidly growing

EMPLOYER

regional economy that has experienced significant changes in

JOBS

recent decades. New jobs have brought an influx of new residents

01 Medical University of South Carolina

and the economy has diversified to include more manufactur-

02 Roper St. Francis Healthcare

5,500

ing, information technology and other industries; a shift from

03 College of Charleston

2,000

13,000

the previous reliance on military and tourism. The increase in
ton residents, but racial income disparities have worsened and
wages are still not keeping up with cost of living. Additionally,
the recession caused by the pandemic hit many core industries
one-third of Charleston jobs. As the economy rebuilds, Charleston has an opportunity to promote inclusive economic vitality
and health in all areas of the city, that leverages its wealth of
cultural and natural resources, increases wages and opportuni-

CONSTRUCTION
TRADE WORKERS

FOOD AND
BEVERAGE

43%

4,155

21%

6,872

INCREASE

NEW JOBS

INCREASE

NEW JOBS

Economic Equity or inclusive growth, is the full
inclusion of all groups in an area’s economic growth
and prosperity, regardless of socioeconomic status;
which requires addressing economic injustices at
the root causes and creating opportunities for all.

Living Wage the hourly rate that an individual in
a household must earn to support his/her/theirself
and their family. The assumption is the sole provider is working full-time (2080 hours per year).
Median Wage is the middle wage (what someone
is paid for work) in a region, based on annual wage
reports. If you were to line up each wage earned in
order from lowest to highest, the wage amount in
the middle of the line would be the median wage.
Median Household Income is the household
income for the median-or middle- household in a
region. If you were to line up each household in the
area in order from lowest to highest income, the
household in the middle of the line would be the
median household. Income can include non-wage
income.

ties for all residents, and closes racial wealth gaps.
EMPLOYMENT
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Cost of Living includes the amount of money a
household needs to cover basic expenses such as
housing, utilities, transportation, healthcare, food
and other necessities.

Job Centers are areas that are primarily commercial, with a specific focus on industries that
generate a wide variety of jobs, such as manufacturing, warehousing, office/warehousing, and some
commercial and office. Job centers can also serve
as incubators for small and entrepreneurial businesses.

jobs has led to an overall increase in median wage for Charles-

hard, most notably the hospitality sector, which provides almost

KEY TERMS

The City hosts 7,353 unique businesses

(hotels) and food service, which employs ap-

employing approximately 121,388 people.

proximately 13,863 persons citywide, with

The largest employment sector in the City

9,710 on the Peninsula. The largest single

of Charleston is healthcare and social

employers in the city, all located downtown,

assistance, employing 35,413 persons, of

include the Medical University of South

which 28,884 work on the Peninsula. The

Carolina, Roper St. Francis Healthcare and

57%

2,313

49%

4,149

second largest sector is accommodations

the College of Charleston.

INCREASE

NEW JOBS

INCREASE

NEW JOBS

RESEARCH AND
MANAGEMENT

Mixed-Use Centers is an area where there is a
mix of residential and commercial uses, and sometimes cultural, institutional and entertainment
uses as well.

BACK
OFFICE

Multi-Modal refers to having access to multiple
ways (modes) to move around an area – including
by personal vehicle, bike, transit, walking and
other modes.
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Via Charleston Regional
Data (charlestonregionaldata.com/fastest-growingoccupations).

E CO N O M IC D E V E LO P M EN T

CHARLESTON REGIONAL JOB CREATION BY SECTOR
1,000

2,000

3,000

2013- 2018

4,000

5,000

Food & Culinary

7,000

8,000

6,872

Construction: Trade Workers

4,155

“Back Office”

4,149

3,294

Medical
Logistics (Shipping & Coordination)

3,195

Research & Management

2,313

Hotels & Conventions

1,661

Computer Software

1,537

Industrial Mechanics

1,326

Production & Assembly

1,076
682

employers that can wages more consistent

new generation of office space.

The City is also a leader in professional,

(AMI), which can include non-wage income.

scientific & technical services with 942

For the 2020-2021 period, the US Depart-

unique business employing 6,356 people.

ment of Housing and Urban Development

Those businesses include architecture

(HUD) calculated the AMI to be $56,700

firms, engineering firms, computer sys-

for a single-individual household in the

tem design firms, and other professional

Charleston Metropolitan Statistical Area

practices. This category employs only 5.2%

(MSA). The living wage for one working

KEY TRENDS

of the city’s employment pool, but typically

adult with one child in the Charleston MSA

Though the peninsula serves as the prima-

and food services. Plan West Ashley noted

contains more of the high wages jobs.

is calculated to be approximately $31.99/

ry cultural and economic hub, each area of

that approximately 86% of all residents in

Recent trends in job creation indicate a

hour or approximately $66,539 annually.

the city is unique in its economic environ-

West Ashley leave to go their jobs else-

continued growth in food and accommo-

During engagement, one of the primary

ment and potential for future growth.

where. Recent trends indicate that the

dations, as well as construction, retail,

concerns voiced by community members

The Peninsula is a center of commerce and

manufacturing and technology industries.

was the high cost of living and low wages.

a job center for the region. Its leading job

Between 2013-2018, the Food & Culinary

In the Southeast region, Charleston comes

sectors include the medical and social as-

industry led in job creation, but the sectors

in second to Washington, DC, where the

sistance sector, accommodations and food

that grew the most included Research and

median household income is 28% higher.

service, and retail trade. Future opportuni-

Though some area job sectors, such as the

ties for the peninsula include the proposed

healthcare and business/financial, provide

Lowcountry Rapid Transit route, which

opportunities for higher-wage jobs, the

can increase the area’s capacity to serve

city’s second largest employment sector –

as a job center; the new Charleston Tech

food and beverage – provides an annual

Center which can connect more people with

Management, Administrative Services and
Construction Trade.

WAGES
The hourly median wage from 2010 to 2019

increased by 17%, from $15.30 to $18.00 per median income of only $20,612. Moving
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ED4

3,477

Retail Sales & Professional Services

Education

6,000

with the cost of living. Additionally, affordable housing and transportation will continue to be important to support a sustainable and equitable economy.

job training and access to higher-paying

hour, or from $31,824 to $37,440 annually.

forward there will need to be further study

jobs; and the redevelopment along Morrison

This differs from the Area Median Income

into how the city can recruit and support

Drive and the Upper Peninsula, bringing a

West Ashley contains a mix of local and
national establishments that line its commercial corridors. The largest job sector is
retail trade, and other sectors that make
the bulk of employment include healthcare
and social assistance, and accommodations

employment sector in West Ashley is diversifying away from the traditional suburban
retail to other sectors. With the Epic Center
Planned Unit Development (PUD), the
growing presence of the healthcare industry, and several other office developments
in the West Ashley, the market appears to
be shifting to a more balanced mix of office
and retail. This will support the efforts
to provide opportunities for people to live
within walking distance to an employment
center as well as centers of culture and
goods.
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REGIONAL COST OF LIVING COMPARISON
COMPOSITE
INDEX

GROCERY
ITEMS

HOUSING

UTILITES

TRANSPORT

HEALTHCARE

MISC
GOODS

01 WASHINGTON, DC

152

114

241

106

135

88

106

02 CHARLESTON AREA

112

106

137

102

94

98

104

03 ATLANTA, GA

108

99

112

104

123

92

100

04 ASHEVILLE, NC

106

103

124

97

83

115

102

05 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA

106

100

116

97

98

109

102

06 CHARLOTTE, NC

99

99

99

98

98

100

99

07 RICHMOND, VA

95

98

93

99

83

98

105

08 JACKSONVILLE, FL

94

99

78

103

101

97

100

09 MYRTLE BEACH, SC

85

97

65

102

79

99

100

METRO AREA

James Island has two linear commercial

population grows, new commercial activity

roadways, Folly Road and Maybank High-

is expected to support the growing popula-

way, with other smaller nodes on Harbor

tion and provide needed services. The area

View Road and Camp Road. The largest

is expected to see an increase in profession-

employment sector is retail trade, followed

al and medical offices, and retail or food

by accommodations and food service sec-

service. As commercial activity increases,

tor. The remainder of employment is in

there should be an emphasis placed on

healthcare, education and legal services.

mixed-use centers and multi-modal connec-

Recent efforts to bring complete streets

tions to the residential areas.

and increase mobility along Folly Road
(ReThink Folly Road plan) and Maybank
Highway present opportunities to create
unique economic environments and support
new businesses along its key commercial
corridors.

Source: City of Charleston
2020 Adopted Budget, p.48
(Note: Index sets 100 as a
baseline for comparison in
the region. Values above
100 are considered above
average and values below
100 are below average.)

ED6 [insert char/graph
– 2019 wage by employment)

is expected to support the growing popula-

without needing to drive. Primary concerns

tion and provide needed services. With its

were related to commuting options, racial

proximity to I-526 and the port, this area

and income inequality, unaffordable hous-

has the potential to support increased jobs

ing and low wages.

in manufacturing and logistics. As commercial activity increases, there should be

is information (software publishing, media

IN RESPONSE TO A SURVEY QUESTION ABOUT REASONS FOR
and multi-modal connections to the residen- L I M I T E D J O B O P P O R T U N I T I E S , T H E P E R C E N TA G E W H O S E tial areas.
LECTED ‘LACK OF ACCESS TO LOANS’ (BOTH FOR BUSINESS
S TA R T- U P A N D C O N T I N U I N G E D U C AT I O N ) W A S D O U B L E F O R
EQUITABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
BLACK/AFRICAN-AMERICAN RESPONDENTS; AND ‘LACK OF
During engagement, community members
A C C E S S T O R E L I A B L E T R A N S P O R TAT I O N ’ W A S D O U B L E F O R
expressed a lot of interest in having more
YOUTH AND LOWER-INCOME RESPONDENTS.
support for mom and pop local businesses

The Cainhoy Peninsula includes the communities of Wando and Daniel Island, two
distinct but geographically linked areas.
The largest employment sector in this area

an emphasis placed on mixed-use centers

production, and telecommunications). Other

in all areas of the city, more affordable

Johns Island is a primarily rural island,

major sectors include construction and

commercial space and a more diversified

One Region, a coalition led by the CRDA,

with the majority of the commercial activity

retail. The Clements Ferry Road corridor is

economy that provides a wide range of jobs

BCDCOG and Metro Chamber, was

concentrated along the Maybank Highway

already lined with pockets of industrial and

with quality wages. They also emphasized

launched in May 2016, to build global

corridor, and at intersections of River Road

commercial properties and has the poten-

the importance of have housing – affordable

competitiveness, prosperity and inclusion

and Main Road. The majority of the market

tial to become a major job center. Similarly

to all income levels – close to where people

across the tri-county region. One Region

is construction and retail. As the area’s

to Johns Island, new commercial activity

work, and for more options to get places

is leading the creation of re|IGNITE, a
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

01.

09.

Enhance Charleston’s role as a regional job center
by supporting employment, small business development and sustainable tourism through policies and
programs that promote the unique character and
sense of place of each area and invest in cultural
and natural resources.

Continue to create tailored training and support programs for women and minority owned businesses.

02.
Dedicate staff and resources to create targeted goals
for each area of the City and work with corresponding economic development offices in Charleston and
Berkeley counties to unify approach.

03.

coordinated plan that provides guidelines

ing One Region strategies to advance equity

to businesses in the Charleston region on

and economic momentum in the region.

how and when to safely reopen post COVID

To support a robust and equitable economy

and is also working to address equity and
economic momentum in the region.

for the area the City will need to partner
with the various other economic develop-

Though the City of Charleston does not

ment departments. The Charleston Metro

have a dedicated office to support economic

Chamber of Commerce (Metro Chamber),

development in the city, the Business and

Charleston Trident Association of Realtors

Neighborhood Services department offers

(CTAR), and Charleston Regional Devel-

limited programming and support for local

opment Alliance (CRDA) are four of the

businesses; and the Minority & Women-

most prominent non-governmental offices

Owned Business Enterprise Office works to

working to create a vibrant and cohesive

ensure equity on City contracts, aid exist-

region. There is also the Charleston County

ing business owners grow their enterprise,

Economic Development department, the

and provide information on skill based

Dorchester County Economic Development

training opportunities. With additional

department, and the Berkeley-Charleston-

staff capacity and resources, the City of

Dorchester County of Governments (BCD-

Charleston could build on existing efforts

COG).

and play a more prominent role in advanc-

i ESRI Business Summary. Accessed April 20, 2020. Raw data. ESRI, Charleston. Data cited throughout this section

comes from the North American Industry Classification System (NIACS), the American Community Survey (ACS), and
City of Charleston business license data.
ii Living Wage Calculator. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Accessed May 2021. https://livingwage.mit.edu/met-

ros/16700
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Encourage expansion of job training centers for
coding, advanced manufacturing, nursing, culinary
skills, and independent business management.

04.
Partner with Trident Technical College at its downtown Palmer Campus to offer training in above items
due to proximity to future Lowcountry Rapid Transit.

05.
Pursue policies and programs to enhance independent, locally-owned businesses and allow for competition with larger national chains; including creating programs or incentives for preserving legacy
businesses and affordable commercial properties.

06.
Focus on transit oriented business incentives for
offset in parking, business fees, or other fees associated with opening businesses.

07.
Increase access to fresh and quality food by attracting grocery stores to food deserts, expanding opportunities for food markets, and promoting small
neighborhood groceries like corner stores on the
Peninsula.

08.

10.
Continue to coordinate with neighboring jurisdictions
to implement economic development recommendations
in Plan West Ashley, Epic Center, ReThink Folly Road
and the Johns Island Community Plan.

11.
Encourage development and redevelopment in areas
designated as City Centers redevelopment as vibrant
mixed-use centers providing employment, entertainment, and housing.

12.
Create incentives for commercial properties still in the
County but surrounded by the city to annex into the
City of Charleston.

13.
Encourage a mix of services and employment in existing commercial centers and areas designated as Neighborhood Edge; ensuring connections with residential
neighborhoods.

14.
Work with adjoining jurisdictions to ensure areas
designated as Neighborhood Edge and Job Center to
incentivize additional job growth in tandem with providing basic services for those living in close proximity.

15.
Pursue strategies to attract and promote a diversified
economy that provides a variety of jobs and dignified
living wages.

16.
Explore opportunities to support new commercial
and mixed-use developments to enter into community
benefit agreements or other commitments to hiring
residents from the surrounding neighborhoods.

Relax development requirements for neighborhood
scale retail and restaurants to ensure a mixture of
uses in neighborhoods, such as parking thresholds
or licensing.
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TRANSPORTATION

KEY TERMS

Transportation considers transportation facilities including major road improvements, new road construction and pedestrian
and bicycle projects; and should be developed in coordination
with the land use element to ensure transportation efficiency
for existing and planned development.

Complete Streets provide supports and amenities
for all modes of transportation, including walking,
cycling, and vehicles. They are designed to be public
spaces that meet mobility needs and promote equitable access.

Charleston’s transportation networks have both shaped and
been shaped by its unique land and waterscape, its history and
culture, the economic role the city plays in the region, and by
where people live, work and play. As the city – and region –
evolves to accommodate a rapidly growing population and confront flooding and sea level rise, mobility must remain a top
priority to improve quality of life for all residents.
Today, most Charleston residents travel in

as their primary mode of transportation if

a personal vehicle, with 82% of commuters

they had a safe and convenient way to do

driving alone. Less than 6% of commuters

so. For those without access to a personal

walk, bike or use transit. The emphasis

vehicle, they must rely on the infrastruc-

on car travel strains roadways during peak

ture that exists, which may limit their op-

travel times, but safe and convenient op-

tions for where they can live or work.

tions for alternative modes are limited. The
State of South Carolina ranks in the top 10
for pedestrian and cyclist fatalities, a sobering statistic that is disproportionately high
among lower income communities and communities of color. Our roadways need to be
equitable for all mobility uses and provide a
dignified and safe way to use them.
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A more connected city - via safe walkable
and bikeable streets and greenways; and
a quality transit system - would reduce
traffic, get people active, and improve
overall quality of life. The city and region

Bioretention Basins, Bioswales and Rain Gardens are planted depressions of varying sizes and degrees designed to retain or detain stormwater before
it is infiltrated or discharged downstream.

Connectivity refers to street connections that provide travelers, whether by car, bicycle or by foot, safe
and efficient opportunities for trip-making by multiple
options.
Equitable Access means that public spaces and
amenities, and opportunities for participation, are designed in such a way that responds to the needs of all
community members and ensures fair access regardless of race or socioeconomic status.
Last Mile refers to not a specific distance, but the
connection between a transportation hub and the
traveler’s ultimate destination (and vice versa).
Mobility is defined as the potential for movement
and the ability to get from one place to another using
one or more modes of transport to meet daily needs.
Transit-Oriented Development is a style of
development that emphasizes mass transportation
as its main design feature. The developments tend to
be higher intensity and density with lower personal
vehicle parking counts. They are located along fixed
mass transit routes such as bus rapid transit, rail
lines, or water transit. Their size and types of uses
can vary, though they usually focus on higher density
living or high intensity of job center.
Public Right-of-way (ROW) refers to the area
on, below or above a public roadway, bicycle lane,
sidewalk or other structure that is set aside expressly
for the provision and maintenance of transportation
infrastructure.
Street trees are trees that are planted within the
public right of way.
Walkability is a measure for how friendly an area
is to walking. Factors influencing walkability can
include sidewalks, traffic conditions and crosswalks,
among others.

has increasingly invested in multi-use
trails, bicycle lanes, and park and ride
facilities. With the growing population and

During City Plan engagement activities,

constraints posed by Charleston’s land and

people expressed the desire for more op-

waterscape, these continued investments

tions to get places without needing to drive.

will be critical moving forward to support

Over 65% of City Plan community survey

alternative means of transportation and

respondents said they would bike or walk

help reduce automobile traffic. Addition-
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TR A N S P O R TA TIO N

EQUITY STATEMENT FROM CITYWIDE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Equity is the intentional elimination of disparities
disproportionately impacting marginalized people in a

ally, a shift away from vehicular travel

is important to recognize not only the op-

ReThink Folly Road (2016), done as a joint

to other modes will help the city reach its

portunities to envision a new community

project with The City of Charleston, the

net zero goals to reduce emissions, and its

building effort for all citizens, but also the

City of Folly Beach, the Town of James Is-

Health in All Policies goals by supporting

need to face the challenges that presently

land, Charleston County, Charleston Area

people to be more active.

exist for all Charlestonians.

Transportation Study Metropolitan Plan-

As the Citywide Transportation Plan

ning Organization (CHATS MPO), and the

community. It is the joining together to take proactive
steps in embracing the complexity of experiences, elevating the potency of inclusion, exposing the creativ-

CHARLESTON CITYWIDE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN (2018)

ity in every community, demanding honesty in calling

In response to the influx of people and

coming years, the role of the Charleston

out racism and oppression both overt and systematic

businesses, the City of Charleston’s Traffic

City Plan is primarily to provide updates

and striving to co-empower residents to implement

and Transportation Department updated

from the past few years and generate rec-

mental cooperation.

goals. Equity is achieved when no one is blocked from

the Citywide Transportation Plan in 2018

ommendations that connect other elements

All of the plans take into account that al-

to provide much needed solutions as well as

of the plan with transportation priorities

though our region is growing, and the pres-

a long-range vision for Charleston’s trans-

already outlined in the Citywide Transpor-

sure for connectivity grows with it, we look

portation system that is aimed at improv-

tation Plan.

to both alternative means of transit and

reaching their full potential due to their race, gender,
sex, disability, economic position or other socioeconomic determinants.

Charleston’s transportation needs for the

improving safety for pedestrians, cyclists

OTHER PLANS

and vehicular traffic, and enhancement

Other plans that have been incorporated

of the Citywide Transportation Plan was
guided by a community advisory committee
and collected community input through a
series of community meetings and online
questionnaires. The plan provides an
overview of existing conditions, a vision for
the future based on community priorities,
and a set of specific project recommendations with timeline and budgetary considerations. The plan also outlines a framework
for equitable transportation.
In Charleston, discrimination and racialized segregation played a major role in
creating significant economic, housing and
transportation disparities that still have

Rendering of Ashley River Bridge pedestrian
crossing. Image courtesy of Lowcountry
Charleston Moves.

Berkeley Charleston Dorchester Council
of Governments (BCDCOG), addresses the
transformation of Folly Road into a complete street corridor through intergovern-

new technologies to enhance the networks

ing mobility, mitigating traffic congestion,

of transportation corridors. The creation
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functions as the primary planning tool for

currently used.

into the Citywide Transportation Plan and

RECENT AND ONGOING PROJECTS

continue to guide transportation planning

The City of Charleston’s Traffic and Trans-

in the region include:

portation department leads the city’s efforts

Plan West Ashley (2018), created by the
City of Charleston in conjunction with
Charleston County, includes a section
dedicated to the transportation network in
West Ashley and the recommendations for
implementing multimodal complete street
changes.
People Peddle Plan (2017), created by the
City of Charleston’s Design Division, addresses the network of streets and sidewalks on the peninsula and how to create a
better network for safety.

reverberating affects today. Acknowledging

People 2 Parks (2016), created by the

that low-income Americans are more likely

Charleston County Parks and Recreation

to use transit, bike and walk in urban ar-

Commission, addressed how to create an in-

eas, it is imperative that the new vision in

terconnected walking and bicycling network

Charleston does not perpetuate inequities

to ensure equitable access to nature and

by treating livable communities for these

have a long-term vision for active transpor-

populations as optional or inaccessible. It

tation and recreation.

to plan for and develop a more equitable
street network. Many streets in Charleston’s transportation network are not owned
or maintained by the City of Charleston,
so this task requires collaboration with
multiple surrounding jurisdictions, including Charleston and Berkeley Counties, the
South Carolina Department of Transportation, and the Berkeley Charleston Dorchester Council of Governments (BCDCOG),
which oversees mass transit planning for
the region.
In the past decade, the City of Charleston,
in collaboration with various agencies,
has advanced many alternative modes of
transit as viable options for commuting and
daily needs. The City has helped to expand
connection with existing cycling infrastructure, worked to update development codes
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Major Pedestrian Project

Lowcountry Lowline project which would
and pedestrians is also critical to provide
‘last mile’ connections necessary to support mass transit, especially bus rapid
transit and prospective water-based transit
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Lowcountry Lowline
Conceptual Master Plan.
Image courtesy of
Lowcountry Lowline.
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Transportation Authority (CARTA) and the

job center. It will provide 20 stations, 19

cyclists and pedestrians is primarily funded

Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Regional

vehicles to offer pick-ups every 10 minutes

through a competitive fund managed by the

Transportation Management Association

and 6,800 daily trips.

county or by private developers, which lim-

(RTMA, d.b.a. TriCounty Link). CARTA

its the city’s ability to provide much needed

primarily serves the urban core of the

There is a continued need for increased

and ferries were a common mode of pas-

improvements, especially to underserved

region with fixed route, commuter bus, and

and improved transit options throughout

senger transportation providing access

areas. To increase the city’s capacity to

paratransit services, while TriCounty Link

the city and region. In addition to the need

throughout the Charleston region. Today,

increase bike and pedestrian connections,

(TCL) serves the rural areas of the region

for increased frequency of bus services and

limited waterway service is provided by two

it will need a dedicated funding source. See

with deviated fixed route and commuter

more routes, the City of Charleston should

private water taxi/ferry operators which

Appendix __ for a complete list of bicycle

services. CARTA also operates the HOP

begin advocating for additional rapid

are geared towards the tourist market

and pedestrian projects and future project

(Hospitality On the Peninsula) shuttle,

transit routes to provide for connections

and provide service primarily around the

recommendations included in the Citywide

DASH (Downtown Area Shuttle), and a

with other areas of the region. Transit-

Charleston Harbor. The 2040 Regional

Transportation Plan.

service for 55+ or medically disadvantaged

oriented development (TOD) strategies will

Transit Vision established in One Region

residents called Tel-A-Ride. The future

PUBLIC TRANSIT
Public transit services in the tri-county
region are primarily provided by two
agencies: the Charleston Area Regional

68

WATERWAY TRANSIT

options. Currently, city infrastructure for

Lowcountry Rapid Transit (LCRT) route
will connect from a park and ride stop in
Ladson, through North Charleston, to the
Medical District and West Edge development in the heart of the peninsula’s major

be important to maximize the opportunities
for mass transit to facilitate increased connections between where people live, work
and play. Additionally, affordable housing
should be prioritized along this and other
transit routes to improve mobility options
and decrease overall cost of living.

Prior to the construction of highways and
bridges in the 20th century, water shuttles

One Plan (OROP) included the establishment of additional ferry and water taxi
services as one of five strategies. In early
2017, the City of Charleston created a
Commuter Ferry Working Group to identify
funding sources for planning, capital, and
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This map shows the
recommended LCRT route
as of May 2021. This route
may change as project
development continues.

operating expenses; identify priority sites

in collaboration with neighboring jurisdic-

that are good candidates for establishing

tions and regional transportation agen-

service and; advance a feasibility study

cies, to advance commuter ferries as viable

of commuter ferry service. The group has

transit option.

examined the feasibility of approximately
20 locations, many of which are in close
proximity to existing CARTA routes. In
the City Plan community survey, 30% of
residents on the Cainhoy Peninsula 25% of
residents in the Upper Peninsula Neck they
would use a water ferry service weekly to
commute to work if it were provided as a
public transit option. Residents were also
surveyed for potential sites to facilitate
ferry service. These responses were aggregated and provided to the Commuter Ferry
Working Group members to incorporate
into their analysis.
For commuter ferry service to be successful, it would need to offer travel times that
are competitive with other modes of travel.
Additional analysis is needed to compare
travel times between ferry service, bus
transit service and driving. The interest
and support for waterway transit service is
evident and the city should continue efforts,
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PERSONAL VEHICLE
During the comprehensive plan survey
and outreach, traffic was a top concern for
many residents. The majority of residents
today, and into the future, will be opting for
personal vehicles to travel to and from work
or school, adding more cars to already congested roadways. This creates significant
challenges to increase road capacity,
Most of our heavily traveled roadways have
improvement projects scheduled or will be
constructed in the next few years. Current
and anticipated roadway projects include
the I-526 Lowcountry Corridor, which seeks
to widen and improve the existing I-526
route; the Mark Clark (I-526) Extension,
which will connect the existing I-526 route
as proposed to the James Island Connector;
Highway 17 Capacity study which looks at
what will need to occur between I-26 and
the Ashley Bridge District interchange;
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get home, to not being able to access the
hospital.
Future improvements to Charleston’s roadways must include strategies to elevate lowlying streets and increase connectivity during
flood events. Additionally, streets can provide

new technology to improve traffic flow and

an opportunity for improved water manage-

providing more and better alternatives to

ment. The Dutch Dialogue Charleston report

driving.

(2019) emphasized the role that streets can
play in managing water, including the use

TRANSPORTATION AND WATER
Created by the City of
Charleston Commuter Ferry
Working Group in 2017.
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to operate, to not being able to leave or

Low-lying streets have become increasingly
burdensome for homes and neighborhoods

of permeable pavers, adding water storage
under streets, planting more street trees and
installing bioretention in right-of-ways to
intercept, infiltrate, store and drain water.
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TRANSPORTATION RECOMMENDATIONS

01.

09.

Continue to implement recommendations from the
Citywide Transportation Plan

Research and promote the creation of additional
Park-and-Ride routes, such as the Hospitality On the
Peninsula (HOP) Route, to connect all areas with
key job centers; especially in places that cannot at
present support more extensive mass transit such as
Johns Island, James Island and Outer West Ashley.

02.
Continue to promote complete streets in new or
redesigned roadways, providing for safe and alternative means of transportation; especially in areas
designated as Neighborhood Edge.

03.
Create a permanent funding stream for construction
and maintenance of sidewalks and other pedestrian
and cyclist infrastructure citywide.

04.
TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING
Transportation can play a significant role

In this analysis, transportation costs are

in where someone chooses to live, as well

calculated based on the average number of

as there overall cost of living. When cost

cars per household, times the typical car

of transportation is factored into cost of

payment, insurance, taxes, and DMV fees

living, more affordable housing costs can

and the variable costs of average miles

be offset by a more expensive commute.

driven times average price of gasoline

The City Plan housing analysis found that

and maintenance. Where someone lives

some areas in the city with more afford-

determines how they get around, how far

able housing, like Johns Island, were more

they have to go, and how much they pay

expensive than other areas of the city due

to get there. This analysis highlights the

to higher transportation costs. Additionally,

important connection between housing and

if transportation costs are included as part

transportation and further supports the

of housing costs, over 60% of the city would

need for a wider range of mobility options,

be considered cost-burdened, which means

affordable housing in all areas of the city,

they are spending more than 30% of the

and for more housing to be located near

their annual household income on housing

where people work.

(and related transportation) costs.

Connect more shopping and job centers to neighborhoods with pedestrian pathways and multi-use
pathways; as well as expanding opportunities for
bike share systems.

05.
Advocate for additional rapid transit routes along
Sam Rittenberg Corridor, Savannah Highway,
Glenn McConnell Parkway, Folly Road, and Clements Ferry Road.

06.
Work to improve access and comfort of the CARTA
stations in the City of Charleston by connection to
neighborhoods and expanding the street furniture
and other amenities provided at stops.

07.
Advocate for strategies to improve flow and safety of
traffic in heavily congested roadways (such as Highway 61 in West Ashley), including the installation of
advanced traffic control devices and other methods
that can fit within existing rights-of-way, and that
prioritize walkability and preservation of natural
and cultural resources.

i 2018 American Community Survey

08.

ii Citywide Transportation Plan. Report. Traffic and Transportation, City of Charleston. Charleston, SC, 2018.

Work with BCDCOG and neighboring jurisdictions
to advance existing plans to provide water taxi/
high-speed ferry systems as a public transit option.

iii Lowcountry Rapid Transit Project Maps. Accessed May 2021. https://lowcountryrapidtransit.com/presskit/
iv Charleston Area Transportation Study (CHATS) Long Range Transportation Plan Transit Needs Assessment. Revision
3. October, 2017.

10.
Right-size parking codes including implementing
parking maximums, and explore opportunities to allow developers to pay into a parking in lieu fund.

11.
Expand publicly accessible electric vehicle (EV)
charging infrastructure, especially at rideshare,
mobility hubs, on-street peninsula access and City
parking facilities and explore the creation of requirements for EV charging infrastructure in new
development.

12.
Advocate for the completion of I-526 as currently
planned with bicycle and pedestrian accommodations and connectivity.

13.
Conduct study to understand the specific implications and timeline of the trend toward autonomous
vehicles and best practices in transportation planning.

14.
Coordinate with Charleston County, Berkeley
County and the SC Department of Transportation
to retrofit existing and design new public rightsof-ways to increase mobility during flooding events
and maximize opportunities to intercept, infiltrate,
store and drain water.

15.
Work with CARTA to support increased ridership
and consequently improved transit options, including encouraging employer-sponsored transit programs and increased mobility options for seniors
and individuals with disabilities.

v Ibid.
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PRIORITY INVESTMENT
Community facilities includes core municipal services and major
capital improvements including, but not limited to transportation,
drainage, water, parks and recreational facilities. Priority
Investment informs funding for facilities and infrastructure to
meet the city’s existing needs and future demands.

The five-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) addresses short
and long-term capital needs in all functional areas of City government. Projects include the renovation and preservation of
historic buildings; park and recreation improvements; road,
bridge, and sidewalk improvements; Stormwater drainage projects; construction of new facilities; and equipment needs.
The CIP is developed, maintained, and up-

CPR Committee. The Committee then

dated by the Capital Projects Review Com-

drafts an updated CIP with recommenda-

mittee (CPR). The committee consists of

tions for new projects and potential funding

City department heads, Finance and Bud-

sources for those projects. The availability

get Staff, Project Managers, and is chaired

of funds sets the priority of which projects

by the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) for the

are able to move forward and are included

City of Charleston. The committee is tasked

on the CIP. The CFO, as chair of the com-

with setting infrastructure priorities, proj-

mittee, then takes the proposed CIP as a

ect requests and evaluation, establishing

recommendation to the Mayor and the Ad

project budgets, and managing the projects

Hoc Budget Committee. The Mayor and the

within the guidelines established by the

Ad Hoc Budget Committee review the CPR

Mayor and City Council.

Committee’s recommendations and adjust

The CPR Committee is also central to the

the CIP where appropriate.

process of identifying and prioritizing

The CIP includes new and continuing proj-

projects and securing funding. During the

ects to provide for the below services and

annual budget process, individual depart-

may involve the collaboration of multiple

ments within the City conduct and review

departments.

their own long-range plans. These longrange plans identify facility and capital
needs that are then communicated to the
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KEY TERMS
Capital Improvements include construction of new
city facilities or infrastructure; or updates to existing
city facilities or infrastructure.
Community Facilities are facilities and infrastructure that provide for the health and recreational
needs of a community’s residents.
Infrastructure describes the basic physical structures and systems that support the basic needs of a
community, such as transportation systems, communication networks, sewage, water and electric.
Stormwater is water that accumulates as a result of
rain or other precipitation.

Culture and Recreation. The Culture and

Waring Senior Center.

Recreation category focuses on projects that

New roof for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Pool.

create or improve access at park and recre-

Images courtesy of xxx.
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ation facilities and cultural sites through-

focus on maintaining and improving the

out the city. The Department of Recreation

facilities and equipment needs for the fire

offers a diverse array of programs, sports,

and police protection services. The city’s

and activities. Similarly, the Office of

fire and police services are provided by the

operations, and transportation services and

Cultural Affairs (OCA) is committed to

Charleston Fire Department and Charles-

facilities to maintain the safe and efficient

promoting and fostering excellence through

ton Police Department, in coordination with

movement of people and goods throughout

artistic expressions and to further connect

Charleston County, Berkeley County, and

the City.

our community through the arts.

area Public Service Districts. The City Fire

Public Service. The Public Service projects

Department’s goal is to maintain a station

address all water drainage issues, and
Seawall major maintenance. The Department of Public Service – which includes the
Building Inspections Division, Engineering Division and Environmental Services
Division – works with numerous other local

within a six minute total response time of
every customer. Police stations and substations are generally sited for every fifteen
to twenty thousand people, with limited
exceptions, and are based on an eight-team
patrol system that covers each area of the

and regional agencies to provide building

City.

inspections, engineering, road and sidewalk

Urban and Community Development. Urban

maintenance, garbage and trash collection,

and Community Development projects

and street sweeping. The Department of

improve infrastructure and enhance the

Stormwater Management oversees improve-

environment in targeted areas throughout

ments to and maintenance of the city’s

the city, as well as provide affordable hous-

drainage systems as well as other means to

ing for citizens. The Department of Hous-

protect residents from impacts of flooding.

ing and Community Development (HCD)

Public Safety. The Public Safety projects

provides a range of services that employ a
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multi-faceted approach for neighborhood re-

Daniel Island Recreation Center, opening in 2021. Image
courtesy of xxx.

Municipal Golf Course
renovations.
Image courtesy of xxx.

vitalization. The City of Charleston Depart-

coordinated by the City of Charleston in

ment of Traffic and Transportation (T&T)

conjunction with other local, regional, state

studies, plans, and implements traffic

and national governments and agencies.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Educational Facilities. Charleston County
and Berkeley County School Districts operate area public schools. The City is also
served by a large number of private schools
located throughout the region. Higher education institutions serving the Charleston

The City of Charleston actively coordinates

region include the College of Charleston,

with area agencies and institutions to pro-

the Citadel, the American College of the

vide the below additional services.

Building Arts, Charleston Southern Univer-

Water and Sewer. Water and sewer service is provided by the Charleston Water
System (CWS) in most areas of the city. St.
Johns Public Service District provides water service for Johns Island, and the North
Charleston Sewer District provides sewer

sity, Charleston School of Law, the Medical University of South Carolina, Roper
Hospital School of Practical Nursing, Art
Institute of Charleston, Trident Technical
College, and branches of Webster University, and the Low-country Graduate Center.

service for the Upper Peninsula and Laurel

Libraries. The Charleston County Library

Island.

system provides library facilities and

Emergency Medical Services. Charleston County provides emergency medical
services (EMS) to the City of Charleston.
Disaster and emergency preparations are

programming to City of Charleston residents, operating 18 locations throughout
the Charleston region and a wide array of
digital services.
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COMPLETED CAPITAL PROJECTS 2015-2019
CFPI.1. 2015-2019-COMPLETE-CI
Source: City of Charleston
2020-2025 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
CFPI.2. 2021-2015-CIP
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CFPI.3. 2021-2015-CIP-MAP
Source: City of Charleston 2021 Budget
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES & PRIORITY INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

investments and improvements directed
toward older communities, where they are
more likely to have outdated infrastructure
and fewer amenities.

06.

03.
Research and evaluate other City services that may
need additional funding due to growth and analyze
existing City revenue streams for available funds
for these services.

07.

04.

08.

Prioritize stormwater and flooding solutions for
Special Protection Areas (SPAs), older communities, and existing neighborhoods in Tidal Flood Risk
zones.

Grow the city’s capacity to improve maintenance of
existing drainage infrastructure.

Advance racial and economic equity.
Increase resiliency against flooding,
sea level rise and climate change.
Increase the amount of permanent

the Charleston City Plan will not include

02.

ing and mobility; and ensure quality of life

in no certain order:

from the comprehensive plan and therefore

Assign priority to areas in greatest need of improved infrastructure and amenities, in tangent
with anti-displacement protections.

relating to flooding and sea level rise, hous-

should prioritize funding for projects that,

ment Plan (CIP) is developed separately

Establish adequate public facility standards with
consistent service standards throughout the City.

growth, meet the city’s toughest challenges

for all of Charleston’s residents, the city

Priority Investment. This Capital Improve-

05.

Continue to support annexation of areas within the
Urban Growth Boundary that are already mostly
surrounded by city jurisdiction.

In order to accommodate recent and future

Ferguson Village
Restrooms. Image courtesy
of xxx.

01.

Continue to improve collaboration with other jurisdictions in all key planning activities and major
infrastructure projects.
Increase coordination with local school districts in
regards to plans for future facilities and improvements.

affordable and attainable housing for
all income levels.
Prevent displacement of vulnerable
communities.

recommendations for specific projects. How-

Improve mobility for all modes of

ever, future Capital Improvement Plans

travel, especially pedestrians, cyclists

should respond to the needs and future

and transit-riders.

demands as outlined in the other elements

Increase and enhance parks and

of this plan.

recreation facilities, especially in

During engagement, community members

underserved areas.

agreed that future priorities should include:

Preserve and restore what makes

improvements to the regular maintenance

Charleston unique: its natural and

of existing drainage infrastructure and

cultural resources.

ditches; updating and designing new infrastructure to manage flooding and increase

Funding Sources. Capital improvement

connectivity; better utilizing the natural

projects are funded through a variety of

infrastructure to increase resiliency; creat-

sources including but not limited to taxes

ing more affordable housing and preventing

and fees, private and public grants, and

displacement of long-time residents; and

municipal bonds. See Appendix for com-

increasing access to green space, water

plete list of capital improvement projects

and conserved land. The community also

funding sources.

expressed that they would like to see more
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Housing analyzes existing housing stock and projection of
housing needs to accommodate existing and future population
as identified in the population and economic elements. It also
analyzes local regulations to determine the extent they may
hinder development of affordable housing, and explores opportunities to incentivize the creation of more affordable housing.

Over the past ten years, population in the Charleston region
and within the City of Charleston increased by 20% and 13%,
respectively. This influx of new residents has increased the
demand for housing around the region, which has subsequently
driven an increase in new residential construction and renovation of existing housing units. Over the previous five years, the
City of Charleston experienced a high housing growth rate (new
units as a percentage of existing housing stock) of just under
2%, on par with other rapidly growing mid-sized cities such as
Raleigh, NC and Minneapolis, MN.
Despite a steadily growing housing supply,

In survey results, listening sessions and

over the last decade in the City of Charles-

community-led meetings, the message was

ton, median rent and home sales prices

clear: it is expensive to live in Charleston

increased by 51% and 54% , respectively,

and rising housing costs are increasing

while household income only increased by

housing insecurity citywide. Forty-one per-

31%. The Charleston region is the 28th

cent of City Plan survey respondents said

most expensive place to buy a home in the

they are somewhat or very concerned about

entire country, according to a 2021 Urban

being able to stay in their current housing.

Land Institute report. The gap in housing

This percentage was more than 10 points

costs and household income is worse for

higher among Black/African-American and

Black households, whose median income in

Upper Peninsula respondents; and more

the City of Charleston is less than half of

than 20 points higher among lower-income

that of White households- and that income

respondents, youth and tenants.

gap grew wider over the past decade.
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KEY TERMS
Affordability gap refers to the total deficit of
housing stock that is affordable to households earning within a specific income range.
Affordable Housing is used in a variety of
contexts with various definitions. Affordability is
a relative term dependent on income. For the purposes of this analysis, the blanket term “affordable
housing” refers to all housing affordable (priced at
or under 30% pre-tax household income) to households making from 0% to 120% of the Area Median
Income. This includes housing across the spectrum
of affordability, from low-income to workforce housing.
Area Median Income (AMI) is a number determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development that represents the median
household income for a specific region. The City
Plan will use the AMI for the Greater Charleston
Region because HUD does not provide an AMI for
the City of Charleston itself. That figure is $81,000
per year for a family of four.
Climate Gentrification is a relatively new term
that has emerged as the impacts of climate change
have begun to have impacts on the real estate
market. It describes the process of wealthier, often
whiter populations moving to areas less exposed to
the effects of climate change that were previously
occupied by lower-income residents and communities of color, thus exacerbating displacement and
disparities.
Cost-burdened Households are households that
spend more than 30% of their annual gross income
on housing costs.
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KEY TERMS (CONT.)

H3(needs to be created)

Income

Displacement is when long-term residents are no
longer able to stay in their communities because of
gentrification, rising housing costs, disasters and/or
other factors.

Affordable Monthly Housing Costs

Gentrification was defined as “the loss of neighborhood diversity through the displacement and
exclusion of schools, churches, affordable housing
and traditional neighborhood-based businesses”
in the 2001 City of Charleston Gentrification Task
Force Report to City Council . The Avery Institute
defines gentrification as “the process of dismantling
existing urban neighborhoods and displacing poor
people of color to make way for new residents who
are mostly white and wealthier. ”

30% AMI = $24,300……………………………………………………...$607.50
60% AMI = $48,600……………………………………………………$1,215.00
80% AMI = $64,800……………………………………………………$1,620.00
100% AMI = $81,000…………………………………………….……$2,025.00
120% AMI = $97,200…………………………………..………...……$2,430.00

As wages have lagged behind housing cost

households making from 0% to 120% of the

increases, more community members have

Area Median Income. For consistency, this

become housing cost-burdened (paying over

analysis will refer to different levels of af-

30% of income on housing). Today, 42% of

fordability according to percentage of Area

Charleston households are housing cost-

Median Income (AMI) for a family of four.

burdened. Cost burdens also disproportionally Neighborhoods with a majority of Black
residents are more than twice as likely to
be cost-burdened as those with a majority
of White residents. For the purposes of
this analysis, a cost-burdened neighborhood is classified as one where more than
50% of the households are cost-burdened.
Rising housing costs and widening income
gaps can lead to displacement of long-time
residents, especially black households,
further contributing to the gentrification of
the city.

The term “affordability gap” refers to the
total deficit of housing stock that is affordable to households earning within a specific
income range, based on HUD’s calculation.

refers to all housing affordable (priced at
or under 30% pre-tax household income) to
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Median Household Income is the household
income for the median-or middle- household in a
region. If you were to line up each household in the
area in order from lowest to highest income, the
amount of money that household earns would be
the median household income. Income can include
non-wage sources.

the incomes of our current population, we
need more than 7,000 housing units priced
to be affordable for households making 30%
AMI and below just to meet the existing
need.
Of the 76,219 housing units that are cur-

Charleston, only 6%, or a total of 5,233 of

sis, the blanket term “affordable housing”

Housing unit is a house, apartment, group of
rooms, or a single room intended for occupancy as
separate living quarters.

earning 30% or less of the AMI. Based on

The term “affordable housing” is used in a

on income. For the purposes of this analy-

Housing Insecurity is defined by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) as
an umbrella term that encompasses several dimensions of housing problems people may experience,
including affordability, safety, quality, insecurity,
and loss of housing.

greatest affordability gap is for households

rently affordable to households earning

Affordability is a relative term dependent

Household income is the combined gross cash
income of all members of a household, defined as a
group of people living together, who are 15 years or
older.

These levels are defined
by the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development for the 20202021 Fiscal Year and used
by the City of Charleston
Department of Housing and
Community Development,
The Charleston Housing
Authority, as well as nonprofit and private affordable
housing developers.

Of Charleston’s existing housing stock, the

HOUSING FOR ALL INCOMES
variety of contexts with various definitions.

Household is defined as all of the people who occupy the same housing unit. This includes families
with children, married and unmarried couples,
roommates living together, or individuals living
alone.

up to the 120% AMI range in the City of

GRAPH: H6 (Title: Affordable Units Needed by
Income Range)

Missing Middle Housing refers to the various
housing options between the two extremes of singlefamily (detached) housing and mid-rise apartments,
including housing such as duplexes, triplexes, condominiums and townhomes – how Americans used
to build and live before the automobile and other
financing structures favored constant construction
and suburban sprawl.

those units are deed-restricted as lowincome, affordable or workforce housing;
meaning the housing costs are subsidized
through federal, state, and/or local funding
sources and residents must meet income
eligibility requirements to purchase or rent.
89
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In the last 20 years, combined public and
private efforts to provide more affordable
housing have generated or preserved on
average 94 units each year.

BEYOND AFFORDABILITY
Understanding the affordability of existing
housing stock is necessary to addressing
Charleston’s housing challenge, but it does

This number would need to increase sub-

not account for nuances that factor into

stantially to meet the existing and future

individual housing choices including, but

need. Based on current population projects,

not limited to:

by 2030 there would need to be over 16,000

ing units available to someone looking for
a place to live. When these lifestyle and
availability factors are combined with cost
considerations, many households are forced

HOUSING POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
A variety of organizations actively work in our region to
build and preserve affordable housing units. Many non-

to reach above the 30% affordability thresh-

profit organizations and private developers in the com-

old to meet their needs.

munity work to create and maintain affordable housing

Sea level rise also poses risks to the City’s

through a variety of tools. In the public sector, three

housing stock as the amount of land suit-

main governmental entities work to support affordable
housing development within the City of Charleston:

affordable units (at varying levels of af-

Availability: Is the unit currently open

able for development is reduced over time.

fordability) to eliminate affordability gaps,

for someone looking for housing?

According to the City’s All Hazards Vulner-

with the greatest need for low-income

Size and number of bedrooms: Is the

ability and Risk Assessment, 6% of parcels

CHARLESTON HOUSING AUTHORITY (CHA)

housing, or housing affordable to house-

unit the right size for a household’s

currently zoned for residential development

Administers the local public housing and voucher-assisted

lifestyle?

in the City will be vulnerable to tidal flood-

housing programs funded by the Department of Housing and

ing with 3 feet of sea level rise. The City

Urban Development (HUD), to provide housing for low- and

Plan Land and Water Analysis also high-

very low-income families and individuals.

holds making 30% or less of the AMI. It is
important to note that these projections assume that wages and housing costs increase
proportionately over the coming decade. If
wages increase faster than housing costs, or
vice-versa, the projected need could change.
Measuring the affordability gap by comparing housing stock with household incomes
is only one way to quantify the affordable housing need across the City. During
engagement, community members cited
numerous other costs that can burden
households – such as insurance, utilities,
healthcare and long-term maintenance. For
example, historic preservation and other
restrictive zoning regulations can add additional expense to already cost-burdened
homes, especially for fixed-income households. Additionally, there is substantial anecdotal evidence that HUD calculations can
often miss the mark in terms of calculating
what is truly affordable for a household.
More research should be done, including
qualitative surveys, to understand housing

Location: Is the housing unit in close
proximity to friends and family, work,
school, grocery stores, and other amenities that a household may need?
Inheritance: Was the unit or land inherited from a family member?
According to the National Association of
Homebuilders (NAHB), entry level homebuyers and retirees are driving real estate
demand nationwide. According to a 2021
NAHB/ Wells Fargo Housing Market Index
survey, first time buyers account for over
40% of all home sales. The types of homes
these buyers favor vary by city, but a nationwide trend toward smaller homes, condos and townhomes has surfaced over the
past few years. These smaller housing units
can provide a bridge for entry-level buyers
between rental and homeownership and
also allow retirees living on fixed incomes a
way to cut costs and downsize.

lighted the areas where future marsh will
need room to migrate, further limiting the
amount of developable land for housing and
increasing the potential for climate gentri-

DHCD is responsible for Creating, facilitating, and imple-

fication.

menting activities and programs which stimulate community

Thirty-seven percent (1,969 units) of all

and economic development, expanding the supply of available

deed-restricted affordable housing created
in the City of Charleston has been built or
preserved in the last 20 years, and 19% in
the last 10 years. Of these new or preserved
units, 11% were homeownership and 89%
were rental; 8% were for households making between 80-150% of the Area Median
Income (AMI); 20% for those making 60%80% of the AMI; 21% for those making 30%60% of the AMI; and 51% for those making
up to 30% of the AMI. The affordability of
148 units expired between 2000-2020 and
579 more units are scheduled to expire by
2030 (without additional funding or in-

housing, and stimulating the construction and rehabilitation
of housing for persons of very low, low, and moderate incomes
in Charleston’s neighborhoods.
CITY OF CHARLESTON DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING,
PRESERVATION, AND SUSTAINABILITY (DPPS)

Whereas CHA and DHCD actively work to create and maintain affordable housing units, DPPS works to leverage planning tools that can facilitate the creation of affordable housing. These tools may include allowing for a greater variety of
housing types through zoning, creating incentives for developers to include affordable housing in new projects, assessing
fees to new developments that can be used to fund affordable
housing, and minimize regulatory burden.

tervention). At least 26% of all affordable

needs and more accurately define afford-

Each of these factors vary by family and

units built during any time period were

ability.

can further constrain the choices of hous-

partially or fully funded by the City.
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AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (DHCD)
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Of the 94,000 housing units within the
plan area, approximately 64,000 (68%) are
single-family (1 unit per lot) housing units,
and 29,000 (32%) are multifamily (multiple
units per lot) units. Single family housing
units are the most common housing type in
CHART: H7

all areas of the city other than the Charleston Peninsula and the majority of residential zoning in the city is exclusively singlefamily. When people think about housing
options other than single-family, they typically think of mid-rise apartments. Missing Middle represents the various housing
options between those two extremes such
as duplexes and triplexes. Missing Middle
refers to how Americans used to build and
live before the automobile and other financing structures favored constant construction and suburban sprawl.
The diversity of housing types historically

The vast majority of affordable housing in

Planning Division estimates an increase

the City is not deed-restricted and is known

in population of about 13,000 households

as naturally occurring affordable housing

within the UGB by 2030 based on currently

(NOAH). As property values rise and units

entitled housing developments and popula-

are sold or renovated, NOAH units can van-

tion growth trends.

ish because there are no restrictions that

About 94,000 housing units exist within the

ensure these units remain affordable.

DIVERSITY OF HOUSING TYPES

same area, representing a housing vacancy
rate (households divided by housing units)
of 9.6%, in line with the U.S. average

Approximately 84,000 households live

vacancy rate of 8.6% and about half of the

within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB),

Charleston County rate of 18%. The surplus

which includes about 16,000 households

of units to households stems from several

and housing units located outside of the

factors, including vacant apartment units,

City of Charleston’s boundaries in unincor-

vacation rental units, second homes, unin-

porated Charleston and Berkeley Coun-

habitable units, and units under construc-

ties and the Town of James Island. The

tion.
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encouraged in all neighborhoods helped
to increase the amount of more affordable
housing options in desirable areas and also
provided right-sized housing units for different stages of life in the same neighborhood. For example, a young person entering
the workforce could rent a smaller unit in a
fourplex, a family with children could buy
a single family home, and empty-nesters
could downsize into a duplex all on the
same street. Many historic Charleston
neighborhoods such as Wagener Terrace,
Eastside, and South Windermere feature
examples of missing middle housing.

Missing middle housing.
Image courtesy Opticos
Design.
Duplex in Atlanta, Georgia.
Image courtesy Market
Nsight.
Fourplex in Wagener
Terrace. Duplex in South
Windermere. Images
courtesy City of Charleston.

Restrictions on zoning and development
standards from the 1950s to today have
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HOUSING RECOMMENDATIONS

01.

08.

Continue to fully implement recommendations from
the Housing for a Fairer Charleston Report.

Expand partnership with the Charleston Redevelopment Corporation to establish a land bank for future
affordable housing development.

02.
Strongly encourage a diversity of housing types
within neighborhoods citywide, including attachedstyle housing, such as townhomes, condominiums,
flats, duplexes, triplexes and fourplexes and allow by
right in more base zoning districts.

03.

made these types of developments more

In 2020, Charleston City Council approved

difficult, and often illegal, to build. Today,

an ordinance allowing for accessory dwell-

Any future increases to maximum residential densities within the zoning code should be conditional on
the basis that a certain percentage of new units be
reserved for affordable housing.

cities around the country are returning to

ing units (smaller housing units that can be

04.

the missing middle to address affordable

built on the same lot as an existing home)

housing challenges and improve quality

in all base zoning districts. In the future,

of life for residents at all stages of life.

changes to zoning should encourage miss-

Some strategies include allowing duplexes,

ing middle housing types in more base zon-

triplexes, and fourplexes by right in more

ing districts and City staff should research

base zoning districts and rethinking non-

ways to further promote diverse housing

essential development standards such as

types and support affordability around the

building setbacks and lot coverage percent-

City.

Strongly encourage development of housing in compatible mixed-use and mixed-income (market rate
and subsidized units mixed together within the same
development) neighborhoods and in close proximity to
parks, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, public transit,
schools, grocery stores, job centers and civic uses. Incentivize transit-oriented development and affordable
housing development along the future Low Country
Rapid Transit route and other key public transit corridors.

ages.

05.
i 2010-2019 American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
ii Charleston Trident Association of Realtors 2010, 2018 Annual Reports https://www.charlestonrealtors.com/annual-

report/
iii 2021 Home Attainability Index.” ULI Americas. March 15, 2021. Accessed May 13, 2021. https://americas.uli.org/2021-

home-attainability/.
iv 2019 American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
v Charleston Data Tool, Community Data Platforms, Data vintage: June 2020
vi Ibid.
vii Emrath, Paul. “First-time Buyers Comprise 43 Percent of New Home Market: Eye On Housing.” Eye On Housing |

National Association of Home Builders Discusses Economics and Housing Policy. March 09, 2021. Accessed May 13, 2021.
https://eyeonhousing.org/2021/03/first-time-buyers-comprise-43-percent-of-new-home-market/#:~:text=Between 2018 and
2021 the,to the post 2018 surge.
viii Hunt, John. “Comprehensive Planning Summit.” Lecture, Comprehensive Planning Summit, Charleston, SC, March
24, 2021. https://www.charlestonrealtors.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/MarketNsight-Charleston-March-2021.pdf
ix United States. City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability. All Hazards Vulnerability and

Risk Assessment. November 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27994/AllHazards-Vulnerability-Assessment-Full-Report
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Expand incentives for affordable housing developments in more base zoning districts, including unit
density bonuses, reduced setbacks and lot sizes, and
reduced or eliminated parking minimums when located in proximity to public transit. Incorporate a tiered
incentive structure for affordable housing projects
based on type and level of affordability provided and
geographic location, prioritizing city-funded projects.

06.

09.
Implement policies and allocate resources to reduce
regulatory barriers that hinder development of affordable housing and disproportionately burden
lower-income and vulnerable communities, including: expedited review and permitting, reduced fees,
affordable materials standards, flexibility for design
and architectural standards when appropriate, and
allocating staff devoted to shepherding projects
through the development process.

10.
Allocate dedicated resources and staff to assist lower-income homeowners in maintaining their historic homes.

11.
Create a dedicated funding stream for affordable
housing development through zoning and other planning tools.

12.
Pursue strategies (incentives, policies and educational programs) to encourage landlord participation
in rental assistance and other community housing
programs; and establish rental registration program.

13.
Continue to leverage funding opportunities for affordable housing at the state and federal level and
advocate for legislation that can be used to fund or
incentivize affordable housing.

14.
Create incentives and policies to increase available
housing stock, especially affordable housing stock,
through reuse and rehabilitation of existing buildings.

Adopt policies to increase housing security for existing residents in areas at risk of displacement; including policies tailored to preserving historic African
American settlement communities.

15.

07.

Continue to preserve and defend existing housing
stock through enforcement of the Short-Term Rental
Ordinance.

Develop strategies for preserving naturally occurring
affordable housing (NOAH) units throughout the city.

Continue to support creation of senior and affordable
senior housing in all areas of the city.

16.
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Land Use informs the development characteristics of the land.
It considers existing and future land use and is influenced by
all other plan elements. The findings, projections and conclusions from each of the other plan elements should influence
how land should be used and where.

Charleston has seen extraordinary change in the last half century. The city has doubled in population and increased in area
nearly sevenfold since the 1970s, all while the effects of climate
change begin to reverberate throughout the Lowcountry. The
interaction between the two forces of growth and climate make
flood risk a moving target, creating new areas of risk and exacerbating old ones. While water has always been a feature of this
area, recent flood events and changing tides have highlighted
the urgency with which we must plan for adaption and improved ways to live with water. The Charleston City Plan aims
to direct the development of Charleston over the next ten years
with an awareness of both the long-term trends affecting our
community and mitigation of existing threats.
Determining how the community should de-

and land use policies. This the first time in

velop over the next ten years is an essential

Charleston’s history the water first ap-

component of any local comprehensive plan.

proach has been used in land use planning,

This plan is no different, yet it seeks to

but it is key to how we must begin to meet,

depart from traditional land use planning

head-on, the current and future risk water

strategy and create a guide for the City

poses to our community and the opportuni-

with water first in mind. This plan uses an

ties we have to enhance it as our biggest

analysis of land and water as a basis for

asset.

mapping out future development patterns
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KEY TERMS
100 year floodplain refers to areas with a 1% or
greater chance of shallow flooding each year, with
an average depth ranging from 1 to 3 feet.
Compatible uses are uses that are complimentary
to each other when in close proximity, as opposed
to incompatible uses which present environmental
or other problems such as noise, odor, safety and
pollution.
Connectivity refers to street connections that
provide travelers, whether by car, bicycle or by foot,
safe and efficient opportunities for trip-making by
multiple options.
Density is an indicator of how crowded, or spreadout, a population is.In land use planning the most
common expression is the number of dwelling units
per acre (ex. 1.5 du/ac is a low density area and 26.4
du/ac is a high density area).
Dwelling Unit is a legal term often used in land
use to describe any room or group of rooms located
within a structure and forming a single habitable
unit with facilities that are use, or are intended to
be used, for living, sleeping, cooking and eating.
Future Land Use Map is a major component of
the City Plan which brings together various aspects
of the plan into a visual guide for land use and
development in the city. The map is an articulation
of the community’s vision of how the city develops,
where it is appropriate to expand, where we should
scale back and, while not a zoning map, it helps
the community make land use and growth management decisions now and into the future. Intended
as a general guide rather than a regulatory tool, the
map is not parcel-specific and boundaries not exact.
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The City Plan Land and Water Analysis

The City Plan LWA provided a clear picture

KEY TERMS (CONT.)

(LWA), completed by a team of consultants

of the City’s highest and lowest areas and a

that also led Dutch Dialogues Charleston,

basis for the determining a future land use

began from the ground up with a study of

map. This map begins with looking at the

Infill development refers to the development of
vacant or under-developed parcels within existing
urban and suburban areas that are already largely
developed.

fundamental aspects of land and water. The

lowest elevations in the City that are now,

team mapped multiple types of water, from

or will potentially be, at risk for flooding

tide to rain to storm surge, and met with lo-

or in areas where, unabated, marshes will

cal communities and stakeholders to get an

migrate over the next few decades. Of the

on-the-ground sense of flooding throughout

four basic elevation risk zones mapped by

the city. Watershed boundaries, not politi-

the LWA, the Tidal Flood Risk Zone is the

cal boundaries, guided the analytical ap-

most important for future planning. This

proach. Within each watershed, the analy-

includes elevations of approximately 7 feet

sis began with elevation (what is the land’s

and below which is the point where tidal

relative risk?), mapped watershed sensitiv-

flooding of land can occur and where marsh

ity (how does land affect its surroundings?),

migration is likely to occur with 3 feet of

and overlayed environmental sensitivity

sea level rise.

(where are critical habitats and ecological
resources located and how are they changing?). The outcome of the analysis is four
broad planning strategies for the City, with
its citizens, to weigh as it reimagines its
future: Grow, Defend, Adapt and Reserve.

The Tidal Flood Risk Area boundary informed the creation of boundaries of the
Low Impact/Conservation land use category
on the City Plan’s Future Land Use Map,
where flooding and marsh migration is
likely over the next few decades. Reserving

The analysis does not provide a set of policy

area for marshes to grow will be important

or project recommendations, but the under-

for areas that are undeveloped. For areas

lying data to inform future City decisions.

that are already developed, it may be more

The goal of the City Plan LWA is to create

appropriate to defend properties from flood-

a way to see flood risk and opportunities to

ing or adapt properties where appropriate.

increase resiliency in Charleston that in-

It is important to note that even in the

form the next decade of change and beyond.

absence of elevation-based land use recommendations, the prospect for future devel-

ELEVATION-BASED LAND USE
Key to our understanding of water, and
its interaction with land, is elevation. The
City’s proximity to the ocean means we are

opment in these low-lying areas is already
severely limited if not impossible due to
recent updates to the Stormwater Design
Standards Manual.

heavily affected by tides and at greater

Also informing the Future Land Use Map is

risk of hurricane storm surge than higher,

the High Ground elevation risk zone. This

inland areas. Elevation is a significant

zone encompasses the highest elevations

indicator of tidal flood risk and storm surge

in the City generally 15 feet and above (12

risk and determining land elevation is an

feet and above on the peninsula*). The High

important first step in mapping out where

Ground zone was used to map out areas of

development can be accommodated and

the City appropriate to relieve pressure for

where it may be necessary to pull back.

growth in other areas by allowing for more
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Land Use is the term used to describe the human
use of land. It represents the economic and cultural
activities (e.g. agricultural, residential, industrial,
recreational, etc.) that are practiced at a given
place.
Marsh Migration is when the existing marsh
gradually shifts inland onto previously dry land as
a result of sea level rise.
Mobility is defined as the potential for movement
and the ability to get from one place to another
using one or more modes of transport to meet daily
needs.
Urban Growth Boundary is a boundary line that
surrounds the City of Charleston, discouraging
suburban or urban growth in the more rural areas
outside the UGB.
Storm Surge is the abnormal rise in seawater
level caused solely by a storm’s winds pushing
water onshore, measured as the height of the water
above the normal predicted tide.
Tidal Flooding refers to flooding caused in lowlying areas as a result of the natural ebb and flow
of tides. Tidal flooding can happen independently of
rain or storm events.
Traditional block patterns refers to the traditional (historic) patterns in which city blocks are
shaped and arranged, including size, shape and
surrounding street patterns.
Walkability is a measure for how friendly an area
is to walking. Factors influencing walkability can
include sidewalks, traffic conditions and crosswalks, among others.
Watershed is a land area that channels rainfall to
creeks, streams and rivers, and eventually to outflow points such as reservoirs, bays and the ocean.
Zoning refers to local government regulations that
enforce standards for use and design of individual
parcels.
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intensity, residential density and a wide

Growth Boundary while the Rural category

range of uses. These areas often include

is intended to remain the defining land use

already intensely developed areas such as

outside the boundary.

the Meeting/King spine of the peninsula,

Overall, the area within the UGB, exclud-

but also potential redevelopment along Sam
Rittenberg Boulevard, Maybank Highway
and Clements Ferry Road or where existing
or future transit routes exist. While flood
risk is low in these areas, development also
carries the responsibility of not impacting
stormwater in the downstream parts of the
watershed. The Land Use Categories found
in the High Ground Zone (and highest
ground on the peninsula), are City Centers
and Neighborhood Edge.

ing rivers and Charleston Harbor, comprises approximately 135 square miles of
developed, undeveloped, or natural area.
Given the nature of the Lowcountry, not
unexpectedly, the Natural/Wetland area
(38%) in the most prevalent category within
the UGB. This, along with Park area (3%)
and uncategorized rights-of-way (roads,
railroads and property set aside for future
transportation) making up an additional
8%, means about half of all area in the

The Adapt Zone and Compound Flood Risk

UGB is undevelopable or protected. The

Zone comprise areas of the City within the

other 50% of the planning area is made up

Urban Growth Boundary typically some-

of categories where some level of develop-

where between the highest and lowest

ment is appropriate ranging from the low

land elevations. Flood risk in these areas

density/intensity Suburban Edge category

depends greatly on a combination elevation

to the higher density/intensity City Centers

(especially for storm surge) and conditions

and Neighborhood Edge categories.

specific to their watersheds. Depending on

The Future Land Use Map categories

the site, a combination of Defend, Adapt or
Reserve strategies may apply.

FUTURE LAND USE MAP

representing the most intensity of uses and
highest residential densities (City Centers,
Neighborhood and Neighborhood Edge)
only comprise about 8% of the area with in

The Future Land Use Map is comprised of

the UGB while the low to medium density

12 land use categories specifically tailored

categories make up a significant 39% of the

to the needs of Charleston and adjacent

map. Because City Centers occur in various

planning areas. Each category defines the

parts of the City, context is key to land use

characteristics and, in some cases a range

decision-making in these areas. The density

of densities, to illustrate potential future

and intensity of uses will vary depending

land uses on the map. Most of the catego-

on the character of the surrounding neigh-

ries appear exclusively with the Urban

borhoods, especially those in historic areas
or predominantly residential areas. City

* While an elevation of 15 feet or greater is considered high ground for all other areas of the City, the Peninsula is viewed with a different lens. The
threshold for high ground on the Peninsula begins at elevation of 12 feet or higher because much of the Peninsula is already heavily developed other and
numerous flood and storm surge protections (in the manner of “Defend” strategies) are either already in place or are planned. Future Defend strategies
and additional measures will continue to be necessary to protect the entire Peninsula and Neck area from most flood and storm events, especially significantly developed parts that are low and most vulnerable to future sea level rise and storm surge.
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Centers in the heart of the peninsula might
look different than in the Upper Peninsula
and take varying forms in suburban areas
such as West Ashley or James Island.
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Rural

Campus

Areas outside of the designated Urban Growth Boundary, where densities
would not exceed one unit per acre, and in general would be much lower. Development in these areas include low density residential (less than 1 dwelling
unit per acre), agricultural areas, forestry areas, and recreational areas. Blocks
do not follow a pattern and lots vary widely in size.

The City’s campus areas primarily encompass significant education, medical or
office uses that do not conform to traditional urban block patterns. No residential uses occur here other than those associated with a school or large senior
living campus. Examples include: College of Charleston, Charleston area high
schools and the St. Francis hospital area. 1% of the City within the UGB.
Job Center

Suburban Edge
Generally suburban in character, but lower densities than typical suburban
residential areas. Suburban Edge occurs mainly inside and next to the Urban
Growth Boundary and often adjacent to neighborhoods in low-lying areas. Uses
are almost exclusively residential and densities range from one to four dwelling units per acre (1 du/a to 4 du/a). Examples include: Sandhurst, Shadowmoss, and Stiles Point neighborhoods. 12% of the City within the UGB.
Suburban
Low intensity, suburban-style areas, adjacent to higher-intensity areas that
include a mix of uses. Limited mixed-use occurs at key cross roads. Densities
range from four to eight dwelling units per acre (4 du/a to 8 du/a). Examples
include: Wagener Terrace, Riverland Terrace, Avondale, and St. Johns Woods
neighborhoods. 11% of the City within the UGB.
Neighborhood
These areas include a mix of uses, but primarily residential areas with regular
block patterns and a wide range of building types and setbacks. Often next
to more urban areas, uses can include a variety of neighborhood compatible
services and densities range from six to twelve dwelling units per acre (6 du/a
to 12 du/a). Examples include: Ansonborough, and Hampton Park Terrace
neighborhoods. 2% of the City within the UGB.
Neighborhood Edge
The neighborhood edge designation is found on the periphery of existing neighborhoods and future neighborhoods. Uses vary widely but are mainly those
things that residents need such as offices, stores and restaurants but they are
typically found along roads and transit routes forming the edges of neighborhoods rather than the centers. While traditionally threaded along major roads,
over time, these areas could transition to more urban compact design patterns
and contain more residential uses; especially along major transit routes. Residential densities can range from 6-20 units per acre. Examples include: many
portions of Folly Road and some portions of Savannah Highway, Sam Rittenberg Boulevard and Bees Ferry Road.
City Centers

The job center areas primarily contain light manufacturing, warehousing, office/warehousing, and some commercial and office uses that cannot conform to
traditional urban block patterns. These areas serve as incubators for small and
entrepreneurial businesses. Residential are very limited in order to help reserve these areas for business expansion and job generation. Examples include:
areas along Clements Ferry Road, around the Dupont-Wappoo area, the Fort
Johnson research area, and around the Charleston Executive Airport on Johns
Island. 3% of the City within the UGB.
Industrial
The City’s industrial areas primarily include more intensive manufacturing,
warehousing and distribution uses involving heavy truck traffic and potential
emissions not found with lighter manufacturing operations. Residential uses
are not typically allowed in an effort to preserve these areas for job generation
and reduce conflicts from industrial traffic, emissions, and noise. Examples
include: the east side of the Charleston Neck area and the Columbus Street
Terminal. 1% of the City within the UGB.
Park
Publicly or privately owned lands open to the general population for all types
of recreational purposes, active or passive, or designated for future such uses.
3% of the City within the UGB.
Low Impact/Conserved
This designation encompasses two types of land area. 1) Low-elevation lands
in potential tidal flood-risk areas and future marsh migration areas. Some
of these areas may see limited development, but structures are likely to be
elevated so as not to impair natural intertidal systems. Uses are limited and
residential densities limited to less than one unit per acre. 2) Lands preserved
via public ownership (not necessarily open to the general population) or private
ownership with preservation or conservation easements that significantly
restrict development. 15% of the City within the UGB.
Natural/Wetland
Marsh, wetlands, small water bodies or other lands that cannot be developed
due to their geography or topography. 38% of the City within the UGB.

The densest, most mixed-use portions of the City. The tallest buildings would
occur here along with the most buildings of regional significance. Blocks may
be smaller, streets have steady street tree planting, and buildings are set close
to wide sidewalks. These areas occur on the highest ground elevations in the
City allowing for best opportunities for new or infill development. Densities
range from 10 dwelling units per acre and up. Development in City Centers is
dependent on the surrounding context. Examples: The Central Business District of Charleston (portions of King, Calhoun, Meeting and East Bay Streets),
the Magnolia area, areas around Citadel Mall, areas along Sam Rittenberg
Blvd and Clements Ferry Rd.
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Right-of-Way.

of the Charleston region’s UGB and could

it. In partnership with the US Army Corps

Ashley is strengthened by a large buffer of

While not a land-use categorically on the

not be maintained without support from

of Engineers a study of the feasibility and

future park City and County lands, along

Future Land Use Map, rights-of-way (prop-

the surrounding Charleston and Berkeley

effects of a Peninsula barrier system is un-

with other conserved lands, just outside the

erty occupied by roads, highways and rail-

County governments. In support of the

derway and may warrant further consider-

boundary from Savannah Highway to the

lines) are important because they take up a

UGB, maintenance of appropriate zoning

ation as part of an update to the Charleston

Ashley River.

significant amount of high land in the City.

by the City and Counties inside and outside

Downtown Plan.

8% of the City within the UGB.

the boundary is necessary to balancing the

Like other areas of the City, elevations

Elevation analysis on the peninsula reveals

in the West Ashley range from very low

the highest parts of the peninsula tend to

(below 7 feet) to very high (above 15 feet).

be the areas already containing the high-

The highest parts of this area are generally

est intensity of uses, but some high areas

along Sam Rittenberg Boulevard and parts

such as the planned Magnolia development

of Ashley River Road inside I-526. These

on the Ashley River, Meeting Street Road

areas, along with the redevelopment area

in the Neck area, and Laurel Island in the

of the former Citadel Mall, fall in the City

Upper Peninsula and the blocks along the

Centers and Neighborhood Edge land use

proposed Lowcountry Rapid Transit Route

categories where the most infill and rede-

(LCRT) are also suitable for higher density

velopment may occur over time to accom-

and mixed-use. The future bus rapid transit

modate growth.

system will be an important transportation

Low-lying areas along the Ashley and

need for future development with the desire

OTHER LAND USE TOOLS
African-American Settlements Communities
African-American Settlement Communities
were established during the Reconstruction
years (1865-1877) and through the early
20th Century by freed Gullah-Geechee
people and their descendants, defined by
their ancestral connections to the land and
their shared history, identity, and cultural
institutions such as schools, churches and
businesses. Due to their rich history and
contributions to our region, these communities are acknowledged as significant
cultural resources that are worth protection and investment; and whose residents
deserve to be granted agency and authority
regarding future development and investment. Therefore, their approximate boundaries are included on the Future Land Use
map to give them prominence and ensure
future land use planning is done in concert
with the community’s goals.
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
An essential component of the City Plan
Future Land Use Map and land use management strategy is the concept of defining an edge for the urban and suburban
development. The Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB) has been a key part of City planning
since it was introduced in the year 2000
and has strong community support as an
approach to preserving our natural, historic
and agricultural resources outside the developed parts of the City. Inter-jurisdiction-

to protect the less developed, rural areas
outside the City. Along with local governments, public service entities and utility
companies may also set service areas similar to the location of the UGB to further
strengthen its purpose.

LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS BY AREA
PENINSULA (8 SQUARE MILES)

The Charleston Peninsula, including the
Neck area, is the urban center of Charleston (both the City and region) and contains
the widest diversity of land uses and highest residential densities of anywhere in the
City. Blocks are small and buildings close
together making for a walkable, urban area
and perfect for biking, transit and other
modes of transportation. As in most urban
cores, commercial, institutional and industrial (combined 66%) uses make up the
majority of developed area while residential
area (33%) makes up of most of the balance.

on the Peninsula are key areas for higher
residential density infill and redevelopment
within walking distance.
WEST ASHLEY (46 SQUARE MILES)

West Ashley has been one of the City’s
main growth areas since the 1960’s and
many unique neighborhoods ranging from
near-century-old neighborhoods close to
the Peninsula to new subdivisions west
of I-526. While most of the area is in City
boundaries, there are still a few hun-

Stono Rivers, and several tidally influenced
creeks winding inland, now fall into the
Low Impact/Conserved land use category
to reserve space for future marsh migration. Some areas under the Low Impact/
Conserved category, which makes up about
17% of West Ashley, contain existing development and may be in need of Adapt and
Defend measures now or in the future.
JAMES ISLAND (26 SQUARE MILES)

James Island has seen the least amount of
population growth and development of all

Charleston has a long history of build-

dred homes in unincorporated Charleston

ing protective structures at waters edge,

County. Residential development is the

As described in the Dutch Dialogues, the

dominant existing land use making up over

Peninsula will likely eventually function

60% of all developed area with 43% being

like self-contained water management

single-family development. Commercial, in-

entity, similar to the City of New Orleans

stitutional and agricultural land use makes

today. Barriers will be needed to keep high

of the rest.

tides as well as storm surge out and pumps

Still growing, most new development is

park space (4.65%), natural area (59%) and

occurring near Bees Ferry Road with some

total undevelopable area (wetland, park,

planned yet undeveloped next the Urban

right-of-way, or other protected area) at 74

Growth Boundary (UGB) at the western

percent.

edge of the City. The UGB in outer West

Much of James Island is considered to be

will be needed to manage rainfall and
groundwater within. Once a perimeter is
established it must be operated and maintained in perpetuity, as existing assets and

al coordination is a key factor in the success investments will increasingly depend upon
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link for the region and its planned hubs

City areas over the past decade and is anticipated to see only about 5% growth over
the next ten years. About 56% of existing
development is residential with institutional (including parks and schools) being the
next highest land use type (28%). James
Island also has the highest percentage of
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in low-lying areas prompting a high occurrence of the Future Land Use category of
Low Impact/Conserved (17%) on the Future
Land Use Map. A fair amount of existing
development falls into the Low Impact/Conserved category as well as some undeveloped areas adjacent to these existing areas.
It is important that future development in
these areas be limited so as not to impact

the Rural land use area outside the UGB.
Four governmental jurisdictions and one
public service entity serve James Island
making it extremely important that the
City of Charleston coordinates land use decisions with each. The Rethink Folly Road
Plan is a model of coordination that works
for this area.

surrounding development in the watershed,

JOHNS ISLAND (16 SQUARE MILES)

health of the marsh or water quality.

About 21% of Johns Island is within the

The few high spots on the island are where
the majority of growth will be directed in
this plan. This includes parts of Maybank
Highway and small sections of Folly Road
that not only have higher elevations but
carry the only transit routes on James
Island.
The City continues to maintain the UGB
in the southwest area of the island. To
reinforce the purpose of the UGB, the City
Plan moves the boundary slightly to the
west side of Folly Road to include areas
that are more suburban in context inside
the UGB. By allowing appropriately scaled
development along Folly Road in this area,
it relieves some of the pressure to develop
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Urban Growth Boundary with most of that
area in City limits. Existing development
inside the UGB consists of mostly residential development (52%) agricultural uses
(20%) and industrial area (made up mostly
of the Charleston Executive Airport). One
of the fastest growing areas in the City over
the last decade, growth trends indicate the
potential for 2,000 new residential units

Road, Cane Slash Road, River Road and
Bohicket Road. It is here that most of the
development on Johns Island will occur
over the next few decades. The Future Land
Use Map indicates a similar pattern of
development concentrated on three nodes
of Maybank, with less intense development
in between, to the concepts supported in
the original and subsequent Johns Islandspecific plans adopted since 1988.
Most of the low-lying areas on the island
occur along the Stono River and contain
some existing low-density residential development. As with other areas of the City,
the recommended Low Impact/Conserved
Land Use category for these areas discourages new development while indicating the
need for protective measures for existing
development.

over the next ten years but developed at the

CAINHOY PENINSULA (35 SQUARE MILES)

lowest density of all City areas.

The Cainhoy area is made up of Daniel

Ancient land formation in this area left a
dune-like pattern of high and low areas
across what is now Johns Island. Much of
the high land (15 feet or higher) is inside
the UGB along Maybank Highway and
bounded approximately by Brownswood

Island and Wando, consisting of several
smaller communities and neighborhoods up
and down Clements Ferry Road. Annexed
in the 1990s, Daniel Island was one of the
first major planned communities included a
town center, a range of residential densi-

ties, schools, parks and job centers. Though
Daniel Island is mostly built-out, along Clements Ferry Road to the north, opportunity
for additional well-planned development
exists on some of the highest elevations in
the entire City.
The highest elevations in Cainhoy occur along Clements Ferry Road “spine”
and main transportation route through
the area. To the south elevation drop off
quickly and leave little area for responsible development. This area of the City is
also home to large tracts of undisturbed
long-leaf pine ecosystem. In an attempt to
balance the need for high ground areas to
locate future development and to protect
our valuable natural resources, the current
proposed land use map concentrates City
Centers along Clements Ferry Rd, shifting quickly to lower intensity categories
moving away from the road to the north
and south. In anticipation of growth in this
area, widening of Clements Ferry Road is
underway.
At the edges of the parts of Cainhoy and
Wando area that are in the City, the Urban
Growth boundary is reinforced by the Francis Marion National Forest and the Wando
River.
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LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS

w7?

01.

07.

Make the best use of the highest land around the
city for residential, commercial and mixed use
development, especially areas around current or
future public transit corridors.

Limit fill-and-build construction methods in areas
vulnerable to future flooding and potential marsh
migration.

02.
URBAN DESIGN
Other planning principles essential to

tion network that includes pedestrian and

balancing opportunities for managed new

bicycle access and roadways that include

development with preserving and enhanc-

transit routes.

ing the quality of life in the City and in its

Another important aspect of land use plan-

unique neighborhoods include good urban
design and inter-jurisdictional coordination.

ning in Charleston is inter-jurisdictional
coordination. The City should work in

Reduce densities on lowest ground, areas vulnerable
to flooding, and eliminate development in future
marsh migration areas. Adapt and defend structures currently in these areas wherever feasible.

03.
Land use strategies for middle ground require additional study. Development in these areas will
depend on analysis of individual drainage basins
and stormwater easements.

parallel with adjacent and surrounding gov-

Form and design are important to how a

ernment jurisdictions that have land use

neighborhood feels and functions. The most

and zoning responsibilities if to be success-

desirable neighborhoods in the City are

ful in land use management goals. All areas

often the ones with traditional block and

of the City require some coordination with

street patterns, efficient use of land and,

either municipal, county or state govern-

in some cases, a compatible mix of uses.

ments to consistently serve the public inter-

Walkability and connectivity are charac-

est and protect neighborhoods impacted by

teristics frequently cited by residents as

land use decisions. Whether it is creating

contributing to a neighborhood’s quality of

local area plans with Charleston County

life. Ensuring all neighborhoods have con-

such as the Dupont/Wappoo Plan in West

venient access to parks and basic services

Ashley, assisting the Town of James Island

is another feature of a great neighborhood.

with boundary changes to better serve all

These characteristics allow residents mobil-

citizens, or working with the State Ports

ity choice and opportunity to lead active,

Authority and state colleges on strategic

healthy lifestyles while easing the traffic

planning on the Peninsula, cooperation

on congested roadways. Neighborhoods

achieves the best results.

04.
Develop proactive measures to educate property
owners and potential developers as to parcel elevation, areas of known flooding, drainage basins, soil
types and drainage easement challenges that inform
stormwater management on their site.

05.
Underscore responsibility of effective water management on higher ground of the city to better protect
middle and lower ground downstream.

06.
Encourage use of green stormwater infrastructure
including clusters of trees, use of pervious surfaces,
green roofs, etc.

08.
Encourage, walkable, efficient neighborhood patterns that support connectivity, mobility and health
through development regulations and incentives.

09.
Create a new zoning ordinance that is based on
elevation, tied to the dynamic nature of sea level
rise and other climate change implications, and that
applies conservation design principles and other
recommendations in this plan to all new and infill
development.

10.
Support the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
through land use regulations and incentives, continued coordination with adjacent jurisdictions and by
protecting land outside the UGB via land acquisition, park development and conservation easements.

11.
Continue to work collaboratively with BCDCOG and
North Charleston to provide for transit oriented
developments along the Lowcountry Rapid Transit
Corridor.

12.
Continue to improve collaboration with adjoining
jurisdictions to make the best use of high ground,
limit use of low lying areas, create compatible densities and increase connectivity.

should always be connected to a transporta-

i FEMA Flood Zone Designations. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Accessed May 2021. https://efotg.

sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/NM/FEMA_FLD_HAZ_guide.pdf
ii Land Use. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Accessed May 2021. https://www.epa.gov/report-environment/

land-use
iii What is a watershed? National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Accessed May 2021. https://ocean-

service.noaa.gov/facts/watershed.html
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KEY TERMS
Carbon footprint refers to the amount of carbon
dioxide and other carbon compounds that a particular person or group emits due to consumption of
fossil fuels.

Resilience considers the impacts of flooding, high water, and
natural hazards on individuals, communities, institutions,
businesses, economic development, public infrastructure and
facilities, and public health, safety and welfare.
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Climate Change refers to the changes in climate patterns that are primarily attributed to
the increased levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide
produced by the use of fossil fuels.

In many ways, the City of Charleston exemplifies the term “resilience”. The City has endured through countless hurricanes, economic downturns, earthquakes, fires, devastating wars, and, of
course, global pandemics. However, the impacts of these disasters
hit some communities harder than others, and the ability to overcome these challenges is too often dependent on socioeconomic status, which in Charleston strongly correlates with race. There have
been multiple examples in Charleston’s past of disasters leading
to displacement of communities – who could not afford or were not
permitted to build back their homes that were impacted. Furthermore, inequality and racial disparities across jobs, wages, education, health, and living conditions create instability and threaten
a community’s ability to achieve resilience. Therefore, confronting
inequality and promoting equity – racial and economic – are critical to ensuring sustainable growth and building resiliency.

This element provides a closer examina-

The following core beliefs shape the Resilience and Equity Framework,
which is interwoven throughout the Charleston City Plan.

lic health and safety, racial and economic

1. Communities are inherently stronger and more resilient when all members have equal
access to opportunities and healthy environments.

for our city.

2. There are existing disparities that deny certain communities equal access to opportunities and healthy environments; and increase their vulnerability to disasters and climaterelated displacement.

and Sustainability (ORS) updated the City’s

3. An agenda to build resiliency of a community must begin with achieving equity; and all
strategies for resiliency should prioritize addressing existing disparities and protecting

borhoods, businesses, and critical city

vulnerable communities from any unintended negative impacts.

level rise. In 2020, the ORS completed the

tion of these concepts and framework. It
also includes recommendations specific to
resilience and equity along with a summary
of recommendations in other elements that
also serve to advance these goals in our
community.

RESILIENCE
CLIMATE

Enacting policies that reduce the City’s
overall carbon footprint and adapt to and
mitigate the effects of climate change.
Charleston is a place in which the effects of
climate change are tangible and noticeable.
Sea level rise, increased frequency and
intensity of storms, extreme heat, wildfires,
and droughts are all impacts of climate
change and have the potential to affect pubequity, economic development, plant and
animal habitats, and overall quality of life
In 2019, the Mayor’s Office of Resilience
Sea Level Rise Strategy, which serves as
a strategic plan to protect citizens, neighinfrastructure from flooding due to sea

Climate Gentrification is a relatively new term
that has emerged as the impacts of climate change
have begun to have impacts on the real estate
market. It describes the process of wealthier, often
whiter populations moving to areas less exposed to
the effects of climate change that were previously
occupied by lower-income residents and communities of color, thus exacerbating displacement and
disparities.
Economic Equity, or inclusive growth, is the full
inclusion of all groups in an area’s economic growth
and prosperity, regardless of socioeconomic status;
which requires addressing economic injustices at
the root causes and creating opportunities for all.
Equity is the guarantee of fair treatment, access,
opportunity, and advancement while at the same
time striving to identify and eliminate barriers
that have prevented the full participation of some
groups. The principle of equity acknowledges that
there are historically underserved and underrepresented populations, and that fairness regarding
these unbalanced conditions is needed to assist
equality in the provision of effective opportunities
to all groups.
Equity Lens is the process of paying disciplined
attention to race, ethnicity and other socioeconomic
characteristics that are predictors of disparate outcomes, while analyzing problems, looking for solutions, and defining success. Application of an equity
lens illuminates disparate outcomes, patterns of
disadvantages and root causes.ii
Exclusionary Zoning includes zoning regulations
that prevent the location of housing that is affordable to lower- and moderate-income communities
out of certain neighborhoods through land use and
building code requirements. Though exclusionary
zoning is never explicitly discriminatory, it results
in the perpetuation of racial and socioeconomic
segregation.
Food Deserts are defined by the US Department
of Agriculture (USDA) as areas in which a substantial number or share of residents have low levels of
access to retail outlets selling healthy and affordable foods.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions refers to the production of any gaseous compound that traps and holds
heat in the atmosphere, or creates the “greenhouse
effect.”
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City’s All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk

the new Stormwater Program Manage-

KEY TERMS (CONT.)

Assessment, which serves as a resource

ment team. These teams have strengthened

for City leaders to continuously assess and

the City’s Stormwater Design Standards

better manage impacts from hazards such

Manual for new development/redevelop-

as flooding, sea level rise, earthquakes, ex-

ment and completed and planned dozens of

treme heat, water shortage, and hazmat. In

drainage projects.

Hazmat is the abbreviation for hazardous materials, which is defined by the National Oceanic and
Athmospheric Administration (NOAA) as the
substances that pose a reasonable risk to health,
property or the environment such as toxic chemicals, fuels, nuclear waste products, and biological,
chemical and radiological agents.

2021, the ORS updated the City’s Climate
Action Plan. This plan outlines a strategy
for programs, projects, and policies that the
City can implement to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and mitigate climate change.
The City Plan Land and Water Analysis
used projections from the Sea Level Rise
Strategy to show how elevation risk zones
will change over time with rising sea level:
FLOODING

Enacting policies that protect community
members from the effects of flooding.
In 2015, Charleston received over 20 inches
of rainfall in an event known as the “Thousand Year Rainfall,” causing widespread
flooding throughout the city. Since then,
other major flood events during hurricanes
Irma and Matthew have served as continual reminders of the City’s vulnerability
to flooding. With sea level rise and other effects of climate change, the total geographic
area impacted by flooding and the intensity
and frequency of flood events will increase.
This recent history and looming threat of
sea level rise have created an increased
sense of urgency among local policymakers
to better understand and reimagine water
management in the City. In 2018, Mayor
Tecklenburg and City Council approved
the creation of the city’s first Stormwater
Department with the mission of alleviating
flooding and improving drainage throughout the city. The City has also contracted
with a group of independent, highly skilled
engineers and subject area experts to form
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These infrastructure projects include
“grey”, more traditional man-made drainage infrastructure such as the massive
Spring-Fishburne tunnel and pump project
featuring a 30-foot diameter drop shaft
running 174 feet below grade and “green”
stormwater infrastructure, like a simple
street tree, which can intercept between
760 to 3,000 gallons of stormwater per tree
per year. In addition to governance, infrastructure, and outreach, the Sea Level Rise
Strategy identified land use planning as a
key way to alleviate flooding.
In 2019, Historic Charleston Foundation
partnered with the City to undertake the
Dutch Dialogues: Charleston study. The
Dutch Dialogues team worked with local, national and international experts to
conceptualize a “living with water” future
for Charleston, one in which the urban
landscape works harmoniously with the
natural flow of water. Dutch Dialogues
provided guidance for achieving this vision
through the use of planning, urban design,
stormwater management, and natural
resources/resiliency planning. To build on
the Dutch Dialogues process, members of
the same team returned to conduct the City
Plan Land and Water Analysis. This study
analyzed elevation zones, environmental
sensitivity, and watershed sensitivity to
guide land use decisions in the City Plan.

Impervious Surface in the City of Charleston
Zoning Ordinance is defined as a surface which
is compacted or covered with material that is
resistant to infiltration by water, including, but
not limited to, most conventional surfaced streets,
roofs, sidewalks, parking lots, and other similar
structures.
Net Zero refers to achieving an overall balance
between emissions produced and emissions taken
out of the atmosphere.
Racial Equity the condition where one’s race identity has no influence on how one fares in society.
Race equity is one part of race justice and must be
addressed at the root causes and not just the manifestations. This includes the elimination of policies,
practices, attitudes, and cultural messages that
reinforce differential outcomes by race.ii
Redlining refers to the practice by the Federal Housing Administration in the 1930’s which
refused to insure mortgages in and near AfricanAmerican neighborhoods, while at the same time
subsidizing construction of subdivisions with racial
covenants that excluded any non-white household.
Renewable Energy is energy created from source
that is not depleted when used, such as wind or
solar power.
Resilience can be defined as the ability for a community to overcome challenges confronting it and to
survive through periods of hardship.
Sea Level Rise is an increase in the level of the
world’s oceans due to effects of global warming.
Tree Canopy Cover is defined by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) as the layer of leaves,
branches and stems that provide tree coverage of
the ground when viewed from above.
Urban Agriculture includes production (beyond
that which is strictly for home consumption or
educational purposes), distribution and marketing
of food and other products within the cores of metropolitan areas and at their edges (adapted from
the American Planning Association, 2011).

The result is one of the most comprehensive
and innovative future land use plans in the
entire country in terms of stormwater and
flooding resilience.

The nearly $200m Spring/Fishburne Drainage Project began in 1999 and is expected to be complete by 2024. Photo
courtesy of City Dept. of Stormwater Management
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ECOLOGICAL

“conservation design.” By applying conser-

Enacting policies that protect the native

vation design principals to more zoning and

plants, ecosystems and animals that define

planning policies in the future, the City can

our region.

continue to develop in a more ecologically

The native plants and animals, water-

resilient manner, ensuring that the prized

ways and landscapes are some of the most
defining features of Charleston and the
Lowcountry as a whole. In the past, development of the built environment has often
come at the cost of the precious ecological
resources. In Downtown Charleston, for example, only 17.4% of land is covered by tree
canopy, and 62.8% is covered by impervious
surfaces, according to the City’s 2018 Trees
to Offset Stormwater study. From 1992 to
2016, the City of Charleston lost about 5%
of its tree canopy according to researchers
at the College of Charleston’s Lowcountry
Hazards Center.
Since the 1990s, the City and Charleston
County have taken key actions to preserve and protect natural resources. The
Urban Growth Boundary is a significant
planning tool implemented in the 1990s
and reinforced over time that reduces the
increased spread of suburban development
and ensures areas surrounding the City’s
boundaries remain rural in character. The
Charleston County Greenbelt Advisory
Board continually awards grant funding for
preserved green space for conservation and
public recreation.
Moving forward, the City’s Department
of Parks and Recreation is finalizing its
first ever Master Plan, which will identify
future parks needs and strategies for parks
enhancements and new park creation. City
Council recently approved a Conservation
Subdivision ordinance, which allows developers to group buildings in smaller areas
in order to preserve the majority of the
area of the site as permanent green space.
This is one example of a concept known as
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natural resources of the Lowcountry are
safe for years to come.
SOCIAL

Enacting policies that promote health and
wellness for all citizens regardless of age,
race, or socioeconomic status.
According to the 2020 All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment, the community members most at risk to environmental threats are often the most socially
vulnerable. The Center for Disease Control
defines social vulnerability as “the potential negative effects on communities caused
by external stresses on human health. Such
stresses include natural or human-caused
disasters, or disease outbreaks.” Lowincome communities, communities of color,
and communities with high concentrations
of elderly people in the City of Charleston are disproportionately vulnerable to
extreme heat and exposure to hazardous
materials (hazmat).

planning policies that can address social

EQUITY

determinants of health include safe and af-

The discipline of city planning can play a

fordable housing creation, zoning and land

major role in advancing equity in cities, es-

use decisions on locations of job centers,

pecially since it has directly contributed to

supermarkets, and green spaces, complete

creating inequities in the past. Many of the

streets which include pedestrian and bi-

first zoning codes in American cities con-

cycle facilities, and transit oriented devel-

tained explicit language barring nonwhites

Zoning and Land use planning have direct

opment which reduces reliance on single

from inhabiting specific areas of town until

impacts on public health. The Health in

occupancy vehicles, improving air quality.

specific racial zoning was ruled unconsti-

Access to healthy foods is a key component of

tutional in 1917. More subversive mea-

All Policies (HiAP) framework is a national
movement to better infuse public health
considerations into policy and programming
across the wide spectrum of public services.
Because behaviors and environment are the
best determinants of health and wellness,
programs that incentivize or enable healthy
behaviors can have significant preventative health outcomes. Social determinants
of health include “the conditions in which
people are born, grow, work, live and age,
and the wider set of forces and systems
shaping the conditions of daily life.” Some

the HiAP framework. Due to a variety of factors, many predominantly nonwhite neighborhoods around our region are considered
“food deserts” as residents have little or no
access to grocery stores with fresh produce
and other healthy foods. One proven strategy
for addressing food deserts involves supporting local urban agriculture and community
gardens. These gardens are often cared
for by volunteers or nonprofit workers and
provide a vital source of healthy, sustainable
food production year round.

Concept Rendering from
West Ashley Greenway +
Bikeway Master Plan.

sures such as racial covenants on deeds,
exclusionary zoning and land use practices,
and urban renewal programs in the 1960s
– which cleared entire nonwhite and low
income neighborhoods to make room for
freeways – had devastating consequences
that continue to persist today. The practice
of redlining majority nonwhite neighborhoods by banks and other financial institutions further segregated and undermined
the ability for nonwhite Charlestonians to
build generational wealth.
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city’s newly created Special Commission of

In addition to pursuing the recommenda-

Equity, Inclusion and Racial Conciliation

tions included in this plan that advance

(EIRC) to establish their framework for

equity, all future planning decisions and

racial equity. The EIRC Commission was

actions should continue to apply an equity

created in June 2020 to create measurable

lens by considering the following questions.

outcomes, promote of greater accountability, and coordinate community wide efforts
to achieve racial equity in the Charleston
community.
The Charleston City Plan addresses racial
and economic equity in all elements by
acknowledging existing racial and socioeco-

Are the impacted communities playing
an active role in the decision-making
process?
How does this address existing disparities and prioritize underserved communities?

nomic disparities and their root causes; and

What measures are in place to ensure

including recommendations that prioritize

this benefits all residents equitably?

protections, opportunity and improved

What are potential unintended nega-

quality of life for those communities that
have historically suffered from differential outcomes due to race or socioeconomic
status.

tive impacts on vulnerable populations
and what are strategies to prevent such
impacts?

i Beeman, Anna. 2019. “Climate Gentrification and Resilience Planning: What is at stake for at-risk communities?”

These historical planning and real estate-

Many adaptation strategies, such as more

induced inequities along with still-widening

sustainable building codes and elevating

racial wealth inequality are some of the

historic homes, require significant financial

reasons that the City of Charleston has

investment and have the potential to leave

experienced a decline in the number of

low-income residents behind. This is why

low-income and nonwhite residents over the

it is critical to ensure that equity consid-

past decade. During the City Plan public

erations are built into all plans, programs,

engagement process, many community

and strategies that improve quality of life

members lamented this loss of socioeconom-

and make Charleston more resilient.

ic and racial diversity, and advocated for

The Planning Division enlisted the support

more strategies to mitigate gentrification
and reduce displacement.

of the College of Charleston Community
Assistance Program (CAP) to bolster staff’s

The Septima P. Clark
Parkway is an urban
highway constructed in
the 1960’s that divided
a predominantly black
neighborhood and displaced
many residents in the
process. Image courtesy of
Becca Hopkins.

Vibrant Environment Blog, Environmental Law Institute, September 18. https://www.eli.org/vibrant-environment-blog/
climate-gentrification-and-resilience-planning-what-stake-risk-communities#:~:text=In%20some%20cases%2C%20
such%20as,by%20lower%2Dincome%20residents%20and
ii Definitions were either directly copied or incorporated language from the “Racial Equity Framework Glossary” provided

by the College of Charleston Community Assistance Program.
iii Cox, R.W. and Miller, D.Y. 2014. Governing the metropolitan region: America’s new frontier. New York: M.E. Sharpe.
iv United States. Green Infrastructure Center, City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability,
Department of Planning, Preservation, and Sustainability. Trees to Offset Stormwater. September 2018. Accessed May
2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/1567/Trees-to-Offset-Stormwater.
v Ibid.
vi The Impact of Forest Cover on Flooding and Climate Change in Charleston County, SC. College of Charleston Lowcountry Hazards Center. 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://gis.cofc.edu/portal/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=8dd072b
2b2774b83b4807c25f57ca8bd.
vii United States. City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability. All Hazards Vulnerability and
Risk Assessment. November 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27994/AllHazards-Vulnerability-Assessment-Full-Report.

Additionally, the Charleston community

efforts to apply an equity framework to the

faces serious environmental and social

Charleston City Plan. Graduate Assistants

threats which will require bold and strate-

with the program shared best practice re-

gic actions in the future. Without mitiga-

search, facilitated conversations with staff,

tion or intervention, adaptation can leave

and reviewed draft plan materials for op-

ix United States. City of Charleston, SC. Mayor’s Office of Resilience and Sustainability. All Hazards Vulnerability and
Risk Assessment. November 2020. Accessed May 2021. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27994/AllHazards-Vulnerability-Assessment-Full-Report.

people behind, exacerbate disparities

portunities to further apply an equity lens.

x Whitehead, Sandra, Ph.D, MPA. “Healthy St. Pete: Health in All Policies for a Healthier Community.” Lecture.

and contribute to climate gentrification.

Simultaneously, CAP was assisting the

xi Silver, Christopher (1997). The Racial Origins of Zoning in American Cities. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications. p. 23.
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viii “CDC/ATSDR’s Social Vulnerability Index (SVI).” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. April 28, 2021. Accessed May 10, 2021. https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/placeandhealth/svi/index.html.
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EQUITY AND RESILIENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

GRAPHIC (NEEDS TO BE CREATED): R7_REC-MATRIX
Title: ALL CITY PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS THAT ADVANCE RESILIENCE AND EQUITY

01.

06.

Work with other city departments to implement the
recommendations in the All Hazards and Vulnerability Risk Assessment, Sea Level Rise Strategy,
Climate Action Plan and Trees to Offset Stormwater
and Dutch Dialogues.

Create design guidelines for renewable energy standards in the historic district, with measures in place
to prevent placing additional burdens on lowerincome households.

02.

Expand incentives for sustainable construction and
renewable energy via the zoning code, such as building certification programs like Charleston RISES.

Work with other city departments to implement
recommendations from the Special Commission on
Equity, Inclusion and Racial Conciliation, when
finalized.

03.
Fund and create an integrated flood protection plan
for the peninsula that includes a storm surge barrier protection system.

04.
Develop and fund program to address lack of access
to Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
and other disaster assistance aid for lower income
households and heirs properties.

05.
Collaborate with regional and state partners to
increase preservation and restoration of saltwater
ecosystems like our marshes and wetlands as these
are key carbon sequestering assets.
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07.

08.
Create more incentives that empower individual
property owners and small-scale developers to play
a more prominent role in efforts to increase resiliency and affordability in the Charleston area.

09.
Continue to promote urban agriculture and community gardens, especially in areas qualifying as food
deserts.

10.
Reduce emissions 50% below 2018 levels by 2030.

11.
Reduce emissions to net zero by 2050.
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ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

Community
Facilities/Priority
Investment
Community
Facilities/Priority
Investment
Community
Facilities/Priority
Investment
Cultural Resources

SLR, DD, LWA

Cultural Resources

CP

Cultural Resources

CP, SRD

Cultural Resources

CP, SRD

Cultural Resources

CP

Cultural Resources

CP

Cultural Resources

CP

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Prioritize stormwater and flooding solutions for Special Protection Areas
(SPAs), older communities, and existing neighborhoods in Tidal Flood Risk
zones.
Assign priority to areas in greatest need of improved infrastructure and
amenities, in tangent with anti-displacement protections.

EQ, E, C, F, S

SLR, DD, LWA

Grow the city’s capacity to improve maintenance of existing drainage
infrastructure.

E, C, F

CP

Identify and protect significant sites citywide, including historic houses of
worship, cemeteries and burial grounds, that contribute to Charleston’s
identity and represent its history; especially those sites significant to AfricanAmerican heritage and history.
Update and maintain a cultural resource inventory to evaluate the status of
known cultural resources, identify under-documented and/or threatened
cultural resources - especially in African-American settlement communities,
and prioritize documentation needs and designation recommendations.

EQ, S

Support development of community plans for settlement communities within
corporate city limits that outline future goals related to preservation,
investment and development; and recommendations for policies and other
strategies for achieving those goals.
Work with neighboring jurisdictions to elevate the voices and concerns of
settlement communities in ongoing conversations related to preservation,
resiliency, gentrification and displacement, and future development and
infrastructure projects.
Uphold historic preservation as a form of sustainable development by
promoting and creating incentives for rehabilitating and adapting historic
buildings for new uses.
Increase the amount of markers and monuments documenting sites and key
figures culturally and historically significant to Charleston’s AfricanAmerican communities.
Adopt policies to increase housing security for existing residents in areas at
risk of displacement; including policies tailored to preserving historic African
American settlement communities.

EQ, S, E

Continue to create tailored training and support programs for women and
minority owned businesses.

EQ, S

SLR, DD, LWA, HFC, CP

Economic Development CP, SRD

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

EQ, E, C, F

EQ, S

EQ, S, E, C, F

S, C
EQ, S
EQ, S,

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Economic Development CP, SRD

Explore opportunities to support new commercial and mixed-use
developments to enter into community benefit agreements or other
commitments to hiring residents from the surrounding neighborhoods.

EQ, S

Economic Development CP, SRD, HiAP

Increase access to fresh and quality food by attracting grocery stores to food
deserts, expanding opportunities for food markets, and promoting small
neighborhood groceries like corner stores on the Peninsula.

EQ, S

Economic Development CP, SRD

Pursue strategies to attract and promote a diversified economy that provides
a variety of jobs and dignified living wages
Focus on transit oriented business incentives for offset in parking, business
fees, or other fees associated with opening businesses
Dedicate independent funding and resources for all departments to increase
accessibility and promote community integration in planning and other
decision-making processes; including additional resources to expand in-house
communications capacity.
Invest in technology and other tools to expand access to public meetings and
ongoing planning efforts.
Increase the city’s capacity to consistently provide materials and information
in both English and Spanish, and to proactively arrange English<>Spanish
interpretation for public meetings.
Develop strategies to ensure transparency and accountability for the
implementation of plan recommendations.
Continue to fully implement recommendations from the Housing for a Fairer
Charleston Report.
Continue to support creation of senior and affordable senior housing in all
areas of the city.
Create incentives and policies to increase available housing stock, especially
affordable housing stock, through reuse and rehabilitation of existing
buildings.
Implement policies and allocate resources to reduce regulatory barriers that
hinder development of affordable housing and disproportionately burden
lower-income and vulnerable communities, including: expedited review and
permitting, reduced fees, affordable materials standards, flexibility for design
and architectural standards when appropriate, and allocating staff devoted to
shepherding projects through the development process.

EQ, S

Economic Development CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP
Engagement

CP

Engagement

CP

Engagement

CP

Engagement

CP

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

S, C, E
EQ, SRD

EQ, SRD
EQ, SRD
EQ, SRD
EQ, S, C, E, F
EQ, S
EQ, S
EQ, S

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Pursue strategies (incentives, policies and educational programs) to
encourage landlord participation in rental assistance and other community
housing programs; and establish rental registration program.

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Allocate dedicated resources and staff to assist lower-income homeowners in
EQ, S
maintaining their historic homes.
Strongly encourage development of housing in compatible mixed-use and
EQ, S, C, E
mixed-income (market rate and subsidized units mixed together within the
same development) neighborhoods and in close proximity to parks, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, public transit, schools, grocery stores, job centers
and civic uses. Incentivize transit-oriented development and affordable
housing development along the future Low Country Rapid Transit route and
other key public transit corridors.
Any future increases to maximum residential densities within the zoning code EQ, S
should be conditional on the basis that a certain percentage of new units be
reserved for affordable housing.

Housing

CP, HFC, HiAP, SRD

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

Expand development incentives for affordable housing developments in more
base zoning districts, including unit density bonuses, reduced setbacks and
lot sizes, and reduced or eliminated parking minimums when located in
proximity to public transit. Incorporate a tiered incentive structure for
affordable housing projects based on type and level of affordability provided
and geographic location, prioritizing city-funded projects.
Make best use of high land around the city for residential, commercial and
mixed use development, especially areas around current or future public
transit corridors.
Reduce densities on low ground, and eliminate development in future marsh
migration areas. Adapt and defend structures currently in these areas
wherever feasible.
Strategies for middle ground require additional study. Development in these
areas will depend on analysis of individual drainage basins and stormwater
easements.
Underscore responsibility of effective water management on higher ground of
the city to better protect middle and lower ground downstream.
Develop proactive measures to educate property owners and potential
developers as to parcel elevation, areas of known flooding, drainage basins,
soil types and drainage easement challenges that inform stormwater
management on their site.

EQ, S

EQ, S, C, E

F, C
F, C, E
F, C, E
F, C, E
F, C, E

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA, CTP, HiAP

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA, CTP, HiAP

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR, TOS, CAP, VRA

Land Use

CP,DD,LWA,SLR

Land Use

CP, SRD, VRA, CAP

Natural Resources

CP, CAP, SRD

Natural Resources

CP, CAP, SLR, TOS, DD, LWA

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, LWA, DD, CAP, SLR

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

RECOMMENDATION
Encourage, walkable, efficient neighborhood patterns that support
connectivity, mobility and health through development regulations and
incentives.
Create a new zoning ordinance that is based on elevation, tied to the dynamic
nature of sea level rise and other climate change implications, and that
applies conservation design principles and other recommendations in this
plan to all new and infill development.
Support the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) through land use regulations
and incentives, continued coordination with adjacent jurisdictions and by
protecting land outside the UGB via land acquisition, park development and
conservation easements.
Continue to work collaboratively with BCDCOG and North Charleston to
provide for transit oriented developments along the Lowcountry Rapid
Transit Corridor.
Continue to improve collaboration with adjoining jurisdictions to make the
best use of high ground, limit use of low lying areas, create compatible
densities and increase connectivity.
Encourage use of green stormwater infrastructure including clusters of trees,
use of pervious surfaces, green roofs, etc.
Limit fill-and-build construction methods in areas vulnerable to future
flooding and potential marsh migration.
Develop policies that amplify environmental justice considerations in land use
and natural resources planning.
Develop policies and processes to amplify environmental justice
considerations in land use, infrastructure and natural resources planning;
including the prioritization of environmental justice communities in
improvements to the environment and analysis of potential negative impacts
of projects on environmental justice communities.
Develop a Greenbelt prioritization plan and work with surrounding
jurisdictions to preserve more green spaces, particularly along the Urban
Growth Boundary.
Support land conservation around the edges of the Urban Growth Boundary,
specifically along the Brownswood Road corridor and south of Cane Slash and
Plow Ground Roads on Johns Island and along southern parts of Folly Road
on James Island, as well as areas adjacent to the UGB in West Ashley and
the Wando area on the Cainhoy Peninsula.

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY
F, C, E, S, EQ
F, C, E

F, C, E, S, EQ

F, C, E, S, EQ
F, C, E
S, F, C, E
F, C, E
EQ, F, C, E
EQ, S, E, C, F

S, E, C, F
C, E

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, CAP, HiAP

Continue to provide and expand the parks system to include large and small
parks and Promote equitable access and safe alternative connectivity to green
spaces and water around the City.

EQ, S, C, E

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, SLR, DD, LWA

E, C, F

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, SLR, CAP

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, CAP, HiAP, DD, LWA

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, LWA, DD, CAP, SLR

Natural Resources

CP, TOS, LWA, DD, CAP, SLR

Resilence/Equity

CP

Dedicate staff and resources to support collaboration between Stormwater
Management, Parks and Planning to oversee preservation, creation and
maintenance of green infrastructure.
Increase incentives and educational opportunities for residents to increase
and maintain water retention on their properties.
Implement recommendations of the Trees to Offset Stormwater study
including updating the city’s tree protection ordinance to preserve clusters of
trees during the development process, track and increase tree canopy
percentages around the city, and prioritize underserved areas or areas with
aging inventory for tree planting.
Continue to promote planning and zoning policies that align with the “living
with water approach” outlined in the Dutch Dialogues: Charleston study,
including encouraging the use of green infrastructure such as bio-swales,
porous pavements, raingardens, wetland buffers and other practices that
leave existing natural features and ecosystems undisturbed.
Implement land use and transportation planning strategies to account for
marsh and wetland migration due to sea level rise; including vegetated
buffers to allow space for the marsh or wetland to migrate and restricting
development and roadways in tidal flood risk zones.
Work with other city departments to implement the recommendations in the
All Hazards and Vulnerability Risk Assessment, Sea Level Rise Strategy,
Climate Action Plan and Trees to Offset Stormwater and Dutch Dialogues.

Resilence/Equity

CP, DD, LWA, SLR

S, E, C, F

Resilence/Equity

CAP

Resilence/Equity

CAP, DD, LWA, CP, SLR

Fund and create an integrated flood protection plan for the peninsula that
includes a storm surge barrier protection system.
Expand incentives for sustainable construction and renewable energy via the
zoning code, such as building certification programs like Charleston RISES
Collaborate with regional and state partners to increase preservation and
restoration of saltwater ecosystems like our marshes and wetlands as these
are key carbon sequestering assets

Resilence/Equity

CAP

EQ, S, E, C

Resilence/Equity

CAP

Create design guidelines for renewable energy standards in the historic
district, with measures in place to prevent placing additional burdens on
lower-income households.
Reduce emissions 50% below 2018 levels by 2030

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

EQ, E, C, S, F
EQ, E, C, S, F

F, S, C, E

F, C, E

S, E, C, F

E, C, F
E, C, F

C

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

Resilence/Equity
Resilence/Equity

CAP
CP

Resilence/Equity

CP, SLR

Resilence/Equity

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Reduce emissions to net zero by 2050
Work with other city departments to implement recommendations from the
Special Commission on Equity, Inclusion and Racial Conciliation, when
finalized.
Develop and fund program to address lack of access to Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and other disaster assistance aid for lower
income households and heirs properties.

C
EQ, S

CP

Create more incentives that empower individual property owners and smallscale developers to play a more prominent role in efforts to increase resiliency
and affordability in the Charleston area.

EQ, E, C, F

Resilence/Equity

CP, HiAP, SRD

S, C, E, EQ

Transportation

CTP, CP, HiAP

Transportation

CTP, CP, HiAP

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Continue to promote urban agriculture and community gardens, especially in
areas qualifying as food deserts.
Continue to implement recommendations from the Citywide Transportation
Plan
Work with BCDCOG and neighboring jurisdictions to advance existing plans
to provide water taxi/high-speed ferry systems as a public transit option.
Continue to promote complete streets in new or redesigned roadways,
providing for safe and alternative means of transportation
Connect more shopping and job centers to neighborhoods with pedestrian
pathways and multi-use pathways; as well as expanding opportunities for
bike share systems.

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Create a permanent funding stream for construction and maintenance of sidewalks
and other pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure citywide

S, C, E

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Work with CARTA to support increased ridership and consequently improved
transit options, including encouraging employer-sponsored transit programs
and increased mobility options for seniors and individuals with disabilities

S, C, E, EQ

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP, SRD

Continue to promote complete streets in new or redesigned roadways,
providing for safe and alternative means of transportation; especially in areas
designated as Neighborhood Edge.

S, EQ, C

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

S, C, E

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Continue to work collaboratively with BCDCOG and North Charleston to
provide for transit oriented developments along the Lowcountry Rapid
Transit Corridor.
Plan for additional rapid transit routes along Sam Rittenberg Corridor,
Savannah Highway, Glenn McConnell Parkway, Folly Road, and Clements
Ferry Road.

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

EQ, E, C, F

S, EQ, C, F
S, EQ, C, F
S, C, E
S, C, E

S, C, E

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

ELEMENT

PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS/FRAMEWORKS

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Transportation

CTP, CP, DD, LWA

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

Transportation

CTP, CAP, CP, HiAP

TYPE OF RESILIENCE/EQUITY KEY:
EQ: Equity S: Social Resilience E: Ecological Resilience C: Climate Resilience F: Flooding Resilience

RECOMMENDATION

TYPE OF
RESILIENCE/EQUITY

Encourage any new parking deck to be adaptable for changing parking
demand with autonomous vehicles.
Coordinate with Charleston County, Berkeley County and the SC
Department of Transportation to retrofit existing and design new public
rights-of-ways to increase mobility during flooding events and maximize
opportunities to intercept, infiltrate, store and drain water.

S, C, E

Expand publicly accessible electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure,
especially at ride share, mobility hubs, on-street peninsula access and City
parking facilities and explore the creation of requirements for EV charging
infrastructure in new development.
Right-size parking codes including implementing parking maximums, and
explore opportunities to allow developers to pay into a parking in lieu fund

S, C, E

F

S, C, E

OTHER PLANS/STUDIES/REPORTS KEY:
CAP: Climate Action Plan SLR: Sea Level Rise Strategy VRA: All Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
SRD: State of Racial Disparities in Charleston County, 2010-2015, DD: Dutch Dialogues
LWA: City Plan Land & Water Analysis HiAP: Health in All Policies CTP: Citywide Transportation Plan

